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this study is based upon Inforrut ion secured from 105

hi#i school students, nearly nil seniors, In the Sanhettan

Senior High School who were enTolled in a course in soci-

ology during the school yea* 10R8«S9«

The city of Manhattan from T?hich aest of the enroll-

Mot of the high school is derived has s population of

approximately ll,000. This is based upon information sup-

plied by the census taken by the Business and Professional

Woman *s Club in the spring of 1939, and is exclusive of the

out-of-town college students of the Kansas State Agricul-

tural College* The presence of this institution is the prin-

cipal reason for the existence ot the city. The fact that

the college is located here brings a large number of peopli

here seeking educational advp.ntegaa for their children.

The college feoulty also furnishes the city with a group of

people whoee education is considerably above what a person

asight expeet in an average eoseaanlty in this part of the

country.



A part of the enrollment of the Manhattan Senior Higb

School cornea in from the surrounding farming country, two

school busses bringing a number of students, and quite a

number of students drive to school in their own cnr .

mill in i mimi r

It is with most grateful 3tion that I acknowl-

edge the aid given me by so isany persons during the coursa

of this study. To Professor Salter Burr goes the first and

heartiest appreciation, v?ithout whose as ri stance and gui

anco this study would not h-v<=> 1 ^ssible. To Supcri

tendon t . . heffer and Principal H. Leigh Baker go many

thanks for suggestions of questions and for their co-o or-

ation in permitting me to make this study in the Manhattan

High School. Ky fellow teacher, Ktsa Josephine Johnston,

is due thanks for kindly aid and criticism of the English

in the group interview. I am indebted to -isses Dorothy

Rosencrans and Doris Almgren, stunts in :.:y classes, who

gave of their time to criticise the group interview before

it was placed in the hands of the classes. To members of

the typewriting classes, and especially to Miss Alta

Thlerer, go much appreciation and thanks for typing and

ing done during the preparation and compilation

of these interviews. Finally, I wish to express W§ thanks



to my classes in sociology who gr?ve of their time to anew*

the interv . end to the numb^rous instructors and vro-

fessors who assisted with guidance nnd advice.

PURPOSE AIB MATURE OF THE 3TT

This study grsw out of a growing cariosity as. tc

the school student thinks about the educntionSfcH en-

virons nt with whteh he is surrounrled and the things t*hich

affect this environment. It was further augmented by an

article by Thurstone on the subject of raen curing attituc
3

A controversial article by Bain led to further thought on

toe subject. A nuntoer of conferences with Professor Salter

H. Burr, Superintendent . . Shaffer of the Man ic

Schools, and Principal I. M&gfe Baker of the %nhatta ior

High School c nvinced me that a study of the attitudes of

high school students would be highly desirable.

1. Thurstone, Louis Leon; Attitudes Can Be Measured.
American Journal of Sociology, Volume 33:4# pocres 529-
54 j January 1923.

3* Bain, Head; Religious Attitudes of College "tudents.
American Journal of Sociology, Volume 32i6# o-ges
762-70; March 1937.



fhe chief values of this study lie in pointing out a

method of determini udent rttitu^es; pointing out specific

facts concerning the students of the Manhattan Senior High

School; and shedding some li$it u on what may be the atti-

tudes of bigh school students elsewhere to the extent that

th- 9 tudied are typical.

METHOD AID TECEHIQPS

An examination of a number of recent magazine articles

on the subject of attitudes suggested possible means of con-

ducting such a study but many of theia had weaknesses which

made the methods suggested Inadvisable for the problem at

hand. After some consideration it appeared that personal

interview method would be the most desirable one. When con-

sidered further it becatas apparent that there were two fact-

ors operating agsinnt the u?e, the time, element and the lnck

of frankness in answering some of the questions which were

necessary. The questionnaire method, long condemned as un-

satisfactory by a number of authorities among which were
3

Bain, xvas then carefully considered.

3. Bain, Read; An Attitude on Attitude Research. American
Journal of Sociology, Volume 33:8, pages 940-57; May 1938.



Considerable thought was given to eli; in te the undesirable

features such as a possible I orctanding of the ques-

tions, failure of subjects to respond, collaboration

of subjects in answering the Questions, and a lack of sec-

recy and protection to the subject.

Finally the objections to each plan were eliminated as

nearly as possible by the means suggested here. A large

number of other questionnaires were consulted for ways of

stating the questions in the most clerr and concise manr

ifessors, principals, and high school teachers were naked

to criticize the questions. ^n the number of questions

were completed two of the students in the classes were

called in for a privet*: interview to see if the questions

were stated in such a manner as could be understood by high

school students. Then the questions were mimeographed so

re would be a copy available for each student in all the

sociology classes in the school. To insure further com-

plete understanding of the questions they were read in class,

the students noting the meaning of which questions they did

not understand ele?»rly. After the questions had all been

read those ?*ich were not clearly understood were inter-

preted and clarified for the students.

To insure that ev-ry student would answer the questions

the group interviews were given to them during class tins

and two class periods were devoted to the student answering



the questions* Collaboration was a3 „nted by this

means and by asking that the students not confer with one

another while answering the questions.

Sscrecy and protection were guaranteed the student by

his not being requested to put his name anywhere on the

paper he filled out. This also Hade possible greater frank-

ness of answer and hence more valuable results.

As final insurance of complete understanding of the

questions I remained in the classroom at all times to answer

any questions which might occur to the student during the

process of writing the interview.

It will be noted in the procedure that the most un-

desirable features of the personal interview method and of

the questionnaire method were eliminated. It is for this

reason and the f?ct that the students were handled in four

groups or classes, two each semester, that I have called

this method the grot- interview method. In order to pre-

vent any bias of the second semester students, no results

of any of the cmestions were given the students until every

student concerned had answered the questions as completely

as he could.

In seas cases there is an apparent lack of evidence but

it must be remembered that where responses to approximately

four himdred items were asked that some would necessarily



be left out for one reason or another.

Following the completion of the Interviews by the

students, the work of assembling the results began. The

results are compiled into the tables tfiich are found in

another part of this study. Some interpretation of the

table follows each.

SXPLAHATIOH OF TERMS

The term "subject teacher* Beans the teacher of ths

particular subject to which the answer referred. For ex-

ample, to the question "What junior high school subject

teacher did you like most?*, the answer might be "English".

In such a case the teacher wfs not named but indicated by

the subject taught. This aras used because the name of the

teacher was not important while the subject was. Another

reason for the use of this term was the fact that the

student might have attended in schools other than Manhattan

in which case it would have been impossible to find what

subject the teacher taught due to the anonymity of the

interviews.

Another term commonly used is "group interview" or

simply "interview", a term which applies to the body of

questions answered by the student to give the information

embodied in this study.



The third and 1 ;eclal term used is rcentage

like rating* as applied to the teachers. This is based

upon expressions of likes and dislikes of the teachers by

the students. The term itself is the percentage of ex-

pressions of "likes" for t teacher of the total number of

"lik^s" and "dislikes" for that teacher. For axarsple, &

teacher might kef* 90 "likes" out of a total number of 100,

in which ease her "percentage like rating" would be 90$,

FIHDIHOS

The findings of this study are tabulated on the follow-

ing ppges and in most eases a short interpretive paragraph

follows each table. In many cases tendencies are also

pointed out in this paragri ... Seat of the reasons which

are given in the tables may seem to overlap, a few may seem

stated in too simple language for a study of this type, or

in some eases may contain slang, but it inuet be renumbered

that the reasons given were those of high school students

and are stated in their language as nearly as ible.

In a few cases there are r I tables which are

indicated by letter following the Roman numeral. The

reason for such treatment was to make the numbers of the

tables coincide ith the numbers of the questions in the

group interview that a comparative study of the two would



he si*nplified* "rch trble berrs a title co: -ponding to a

'ion in the Tfcich hr the ease number*

TABLE I. 15 WHAT COUNTRY fAS YOUR FATHER BORN?

United States 95
Sweden 6
Mexico 1
issia 1

1
aagland 1

It is apparent from the above data that the students

were mostly of native stock so that any anti-attitude which

might be found would not be the result of M ial feelings.

The few exceptions carefully e nd no deviation

from the general average w?s found.

TABLK II. FROM «HAT RATIONALITY DID YODR FATHER
DS8CSHD?

German 29
ai3h 24

Irish |Q
Scotch 11
Trench 10

tch 10
Swedish 10
^elsh 4
Indian 2
legro 1
Mexican 1
IwjUm 1
Danish 1
Hebrew 1

The above tabulation further bears out the preceding

one and adds the information that Manhattan is populated

to a large degree with Northern European stock.



Li,; in, mx* 18 tw& fAmm' m
1 living 8

. Retired 3
Farmer 24
Carpenter 5
Feed & 1- ace Dealer 5

actor 5
Salesman 3
Contractor 3
Kill 3
Shoe Repairer 3
Dairyman 3
Day laborer 3

3
yeiciaa 2

:X 2
Barber 2
Lawyer 2
Baker 2
inister 2

an 3
Tire Repairman

ito Dealer
Butcher 1
T.ibr-ri.in 1

1
Sign Writer 1
Road Patrolman 1
Engineer 1
Bttsici&n 1
Lumberman 1
Restaurateur 1

1
Auto 'reoker 1
Photographer 1
Telephone Manager 1
Trs ckman 1
Telephone Repairmas 1
Foreman 1

The surprising result of this tion ^ras that so

few of the parents were in any way connected with the

coll ege. It had been rather generally assumed by the public

that most of the students were children of college pro-



fessors or other persons connected with the college*

Actually lees than ere connected with the college in

any way. It hrd "been furt at the children of

the college instructors were more critic??! and antagonistic

toward the high school than others but s careful analysis

of these answers did not verify such a contention. If

anything such students seemed more sympathetic. Probably

more dislikes and criticises of the high school came from

the students who h«d received their grade school education

in the rural schools. Further than this no general con-

clusions can be drawn txom the occupational background of

the father.

TABUT IV. 1SHAT KIHD OF SCHOOL :ID

TOUR FATHER ATTEID?

Public 33
Country 65
City 36
Private 8
Parochial 5

the above table seoms to indicate that raost of the

fathers were educated in rural schools, even though they

follow occupations now which are urban occupations. This

might posstiSLy be conducive to a criticism of city schools

and their ways bnv ;*ga4n an examination of the answers of

these students did not seem to bear out such a belief, nor

on the other hand did it neem to indicate a more tolerant

or lenient attitude.



The fact number of city and country schools

attended exceeding the nuntoer of public schools is

pi pined by the fact that some istudents indicnted private

and parochial schools as being either '.in the city or the

country.

TABLE V. IN SEAT PLACE 03 DI . FATHER
.D

t
; .

Iansae 46
Manhattan 31
Salina 3
"aasego 3
Hoxie 3
laryevills 1
fiafield 1
Isthena 1
Winchester 1

lif&x 1
Liberal 1
Republic 1
Kansas City 1
Junction City I

Bala 1
K*ats 1
Baldwin 1
Riley 1
Cleburne 1
•sodston 1

1
Oakley 1
Wichita 1
Wabunsee 1
Mitiks to 1

1Kinrin
Gaylord

JL.

1
Statj 35

ir i 14
io 4

Illinois 4
msylvania 3

as in 3
Nebraska 3
Iowa 1



Hew York 1
Colorado 1
forth Carolina 1
Kentucky 1
Tennessee 1
West Virginia 1

Other Countries 8
Sweden 5
England 1
Russia 1
exico 1

TABLE VI. HC 1 FAR DID YOUR FATHER GO IM SCHOOL?
ISDICATSD BY GRADE

1
2
3
4
5 3
6 1
7 3
8 31
9 1
10 4
11 1
12 25
13 3
14 6
15 3
16 18
17
18 2
19 2
20
Ho answer 2

Froa my observation, either froa personal interview

or by examining the grouD interview, it is ray opinion that

there was slightly more criticism of the whole educational

system by children of fathers with less than an eighth

grade education. However in one case I found a greater

than average appreciation of our schools by such a student.



TABLE VII. IH 1SHAT COUSTRY. "TA3 YOUR MOTHER BORIT

U. o.
nmmnm

Austral ia
Germany
Russia
Mexico

4
1
1
1
2
1

The results shown in this table are almost identical

with the Table I, showing the birthplace of the father and

little difference was noted in the attitudes of the children

of foreign-born mothers and native-born Bothers.

TABLS VIII. FRGH IHAf »ATICHALITY DID TOUR HQTHSR

Btgllsli
German
Irish
Scotch
French
nuteh
Swedish
felsh
Danish
Bohemian
Hebrew
Spanish
Swiss
No answer

27
25
19
1?
10
3
6
3
1
1
1
1
1
5

Little general difference ^as noted ia the results with

respect to the ancestry of mothers and fathers. The diffei

ences were chiefly in the reversals of the places of certain

nationalities, the most outstanding of which was that of the

English and German descent. 3o far as the influence on the

children was concerned the effect seemed to be negligible.



TABLE IX, fHAf KI8D OF SCHOOL OR SCHOOLS DID TOUR
BOTHER ATTEND?

Public 33
Country 53
City 29
Private 7
Parochial 3
Ho anawer 1

This table is little more thari a icorroboration of the

table showing the schools attended by the fathers. The only

difference seems to be that the mothers seem to have attend-

ed more different schools, indicating. possibly, a more

transient experience.

TABLE X, IN WHAT PLACE OH -V | DID YOTK MOTH©
ATTHHD SCHOOL, INCUJIJ 3 >5 ATTENDANCE?

Kansas 53
Manhattan 16
tautilU 3
Hoi ton 3

fastmoreland 3
W«mego 3
Hoxie 2
Gridley 1
Stockton 1
Eureka 1
Burlington 1
Randolph 1
Riley 1

Leonardville 1

Gterrison 1
Flush 1
Bala 1
Wakefield 1
Abilene 1
Liberal 1

Olathe 1
Hays 1

% Alaa
01 asco

1
1



Topeka 1
Hutchinson 1
Winfield 1

ublic 1
Blue Hapidg 1
Smith Center 1
Agra 1
Forraoso 1
Galena 1
Laton 1
Plymouth 1
Ob-rlin 1
Colby 1
Kiowa 1
Minneapolis 1

Other States 34
Missouri 6
Ohio 3
lows 2
Nebraska 2
Horth Carolina 2
Wast Virginia 2
Illinois 2
Tennessee 1
South Dakota 1
Kentucky 1
Arizona 1
California 1

Other Countries 4
Canada 1
Australia 1
Mexico 1
Russia 1

TABLE XI. HOf FAR I) YjUR MDTOHl OC I» SCHOOL?
XHDICATKD BY Q-RADI

1
2
3
4
5 1
6 3
7 1
8
9 1

10 5
11 3
1 36



13 3
14 13
15 3
16 11
17
18
19
30

A casual comparison would ? that the fathers

are better educated tian the mothers but a more careful

computation reveals that the average difference is less

than one tenth of a year in favor of the fathers. The

edium group in the case of the mothers is much larger

than that of the fathers, the nureber being 36 and 35

respectively, The average time in attendance at school was

approximately 11.3 years in each case. The average for

the fathers wsr> brought very high by the fact thet a few

of the fathers had secured their doctor 's degrees, but re-

duced quite as much by the fact the te a nuntoer had not

^•ted the ei$»ih grade. The average edu--. tion of these

parents la, according to information I have been able to

gather, higher V aji the average for the country at large.
4
This way possibly explain some other results found in this

study as well as a cCfflparntively favorable attitude toward

nation ehorm by the student .

4. Talbot, Tinthrop; Adult Illiteracy. U. S. Bureau of
ication, . 35, 1915, prges -



TABLE XII. DO YOUR PAItfBTS O'W TOUR HOM11

Yes
Ho

79
36

The fact indicated above, that over 75^ of the parents

owned their own homes, ir : ic^t s a low rate of transiency

and reflects the conservative and favorable attitude ex-

prest by the students,

TABLE XIII. IF YOUR FATH 13 IH BUSIHKSS, DOES
Yiua FATHER OWff ALL THE B!

OR JUST A PART?

All 46
Part 5

Rone 37
Invalid 1

Retired 1
Rot living 13

The reason for the items "Invalid, Retired, and Hot

living*, being in this table is to account for the total

nuraber of students. It is my opinion, ftftwf comparing

the information in this table with observations of the

lients and reading their answers in the group interview,

thrt probably the conservatism of ornr>erty-owning parents

caused the students to reflect a similarly conservative

et+jtude. I believe the reader will Agree that the stud

attitude is conservative sfter a eonplet© reading of this

thesis.



TABLE XIV* IS TOUR FATHER EMPLOYED BY

Tes

Hot living
Retir
Inval id
Ho work now

39
47
IS
3
1
3

It was interesting to note in this one that the two

students whose fathers were unemployed ?t the present time

were inclined to he aore hitter and antagonistic in most

of their reactions* The ner-ne of determining this was to

explain in detail the interview as answered by these two

students and noting the trend of their answers*

TABLE XV. IF . 13
HE ES1PL0

... IS

College 11
hotor Coaapany 3
Ooatraotof 3
Fee- re 3
Telephone Company 3
Restaurant 3
Bpke Shop 2
County 2
Egg Case Gonpany 1

1
9mm*9 1
flfcHWd* 1
City 1
Kellner Jetty CoH$>any 1
Manhattan Packing Conpany 1
Railroad Cowpany 1
Milling Company 1
Country Club 1
Power Company 1
Fara 1

The results above would tend to refute the conclusion

to Table III except for the fact that only about thirty



per cent of the fathers were employed, nnd that only e.bout

thirty per cent of those employed v?ere employed by the

college In "ny capacity.

tabls xvi. msm a ou borh?

Kansas 84
Manhattan 44
Hoxie 3
Rilay 2
Abilene 2
Randol 2
Soodston 1
Nortonrille 1
Rosalia 1
Keats 1
Bala 1
Oleburg 1

ntalo 1
Hutchinson 1
Chrtauqua 1
Besehor 1
Republ ic 1
Herington 1
Jamestow» 1
Eureka 1
Osage City 1
Kirwin 1
Howard 1
Qeylord 1
Plue Rapids 1
St. !"teo:r 1
Kureka 1
Mankrto 1
Wabunsse 1
Saline 1
Ores* 1
Plainville 1
Jerome 1
Little River 1
Galena 1
Kiowa 1
01 ifton 1

Other States 21
Missouri 11

MHHMPBl 2



ia

Illinoie
i

Tennr
Io

l.orth Osr i<
-

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

This tablt it the et* * ' titudes «*re

produces of the environment of any one coaimmity,

"out ides wary little in reli tion to plr.oe of

origin so far as tnis study eho^s.

tAEi,2 XVII. WHAT I 05' Y I TH?

1903
1909
1

1 11

1

Awera

-

1
7

39

5

appro: iaatc

influence ipon hie attitude was f-und in age

of thr 'tudent exce. t that a few of the old on^r 3« to

L rgcisitic attitude. Th's any

be ice unted for jy t *e fact that moat of these people had

failri torn \e or subject at one tiae or a other.

>r exp] far this is that i age of these

older stu i rson is apt tc- fcewe a generally char. -jing

attitude towv.xd 11 things in life find tfc»t such an attitude

ay be antagonsitic as a result of contact with the hard

lities 3f life, A third explanation may be that our



educational eyatem is ill-adapted to some of the students

we get and. that these students are co&pelled to remain In

this environment longer than Is desirable*

table xviii. * kaut bhgthe; fi you livihgt

33
1 43
3 19
3 11
4 7
5 4

there seem to be little influence on attitudes by the

sisee of the faraily. Combining the results of this and T-

20 it is found that the average mmmbe* of ohildrse v%t

family is 4*06 tAich is slightly l*»s than the average for

the country at large* but higher than for the average

family of native American stock.

•TABLS XIX. mk* An" THIS A
IK
BRDTl'
OR mUH OLDER AHD toU*G .

Older 44
Tounger M
Both older
and younger 19

This table and Table 31 shed more light on the reasons

for the attitudes of the students than ainsost any oth r

information g*1hared. It is rather epparant ^iat many of

the pa rente hrve moved to Manhattan to give older brothers

and sisters the advantage of a college education, naturally

5. Sliaood, C. a. Sociology and Modem Social Problem*,
"- 1 *9, 1934, Amerloan Book Company.



)

younger brothers and sisters h->ve both socially inn ri

and acquired by contact an appreciation of education that

expresses itself in favorable attitudes toward the school

pnd things connected with it,

TABLE XX. HOW MAIY 5Afl YOU LITIS G?

1
2
3
4
5
6

22
42

5
5
3
3

TABLE XXI. WHAT ARE THE AGES OF TOUR SI3TER87
INDICATED BY STATEING IF THST

WERE OLDER, YOUNGER, OR
BOTH OLDER AND YOUNGER.

Older
Younger
Both older
and younger

TABLE XXII. :ci do
TOITR BR

43
21

19

RBI LIEF. YOU BETTER.
1 SI TER3?

boys
lo preference 22
Boys think brothers like th#» 13
better.
Boys think sisters like then 7

b^tt^r.

Girl.
Wo preference 37
Girls think brothers like thea 11

r.
Girls thl istere like them 15
better.

Cases where there were neither bro-
thers nor leisters or else only bro-
thers or only sisters. 33



From the above evidence it appears that boys within the

family circle think those of their own sex like them better

than those of the opposite sex, and the girls seem to believe

that those of their own sex like them better but to a lesser

degree, than is true of the boys. The following table

illustrates the reasons given by the students for their

brothers or sisters liking thea.

TABkE XXIII. WHY BO YOU BELIEV I TO BE TRUE?

Ho reason 7
Togeth-r more 11
Helps me more 9
Have a better time together 3
Mare things in common 4
lore interested in my welfare 3
More the same age 3
Sister nags at as all the time 1
I treat her better 1
Kinder to as 1
Same sex 1
Has more family spirit 1
Do not quarrel so much 1
Hs is older 1

TABLE XXIta,

Boys

WHICH DO YOU LIKE BETTER, YOUR
BROTHERS OR YOUR SISTERS?

fo preference ?0
Boys like brothers better 16
Boys like sisters better 6

Girls
Ho preference 41

c-ls like brothers better 11
Oirls like sisters better 11

Cases where there were neither brothers
nor sisters or else only brothers or
only sisters. 33



TABLE XXIYb

Cases where they thought the saw* people
liked them that they liked. 38

Oases where this was not true. 3

Cases where there was insufficient infor-
mation. 5

This table bears out the results of Table XXII with

respect to the likes and dislikes of the students. This

question is stated conversely to the one illustrated in

Table XXII but the fact that in 33 out of 40 oases they

believed the same people liked them best that they liked

best seems to indicate that brothers are better liked than

sisters by both boys and girls. It also seems to indicate

that boys like those of their Ov?n sex better than the girls,

at least so far as their own family is concerned.

TABLE XXV

MAT REA90I CAH YOU OXvTE FOR THIS?

Io reasons 4
Together core 8
Hore inte rests in common 8
Set along better 5
More considerate of m» 4
Hearer same age 3
We never quarrel 2
Likes me better 1
Same sex 1
More friendly 1
I wish I were a boy 1
She is younger 1
Sister won*t help me 1
Brothers care too much for own good time 1
We have a good tim» 1
Confide in each other more 1
More interest in me 1



TABLE XXVI. 01
?83f
THE

SHOLE miQM DO TOU LIKE THE
n 3SX BETTYS OR

Boys like own sex better
Boy 8 like opposite sex better
lo preference
Girls like own sex better
Girls like opposite sex better
Ho preference

25
14

39
13
11

The results in this table do not quite coincide with

those in the preceding tables in that here the girls express

a greater preference for those of their own sex, A number

of factors may enter into this but I am Inclined to "believe

that in enswering as they have here that thsy are merely

setting up a sort of a defense mechanism, for it is my

observation of these girls that they associated quite close-

ly with the boys and that they are at aa age when they

naturally have a preference for boys. There seems to be

little discrepancy in the data for the boys although I am

inclined to believe that in this table they have expressed

a greater preference for those of their own sex than the

facts of the matter warranted*

TABLE XXVII. HAVS YOU ALWAYS ATTEIiDSD THE MAKHATTA*
3GH0OLS?

Yes 29
!Jo 76

This data coupled with that in the following table

with respect to the places attended, LaAieetes a number of

facts. First rnd foremort, the results in the later tables



with regard to likes or dislikes for teachers, subjects,

schools, and activities are not base! entirely on Manhattan

schools. Second, the attitudes developed are the results of

a Multitude of experience ia a ^altitude of schools. Third

consideration, and one apart fros"; the phase of attitudes,

is the responsibility of the nhole state rather than in-

dividual coaBBunities for the education of its children, the

fact that 74^ of the students attended schools outside of

Manhattan, and the fact that asany of them coa» frons rural

schools, smaller schools, schools that are not so well

supported, schools with poorly trained teaching staffs, or

schools with poor equipment makes them fit into this school

rather poorly. It creates an additional problem for a

school with excellent standing and one which a tenching force

finds difficult of solution.

TABLS XXVIII. IF 1 HOT AL '/AYS AT
MAKHATTAK 3, 8HERK SI

TDU ATTENDED?

93
Riley Co. Rur 21

•ka 3
Abilene 3
Keats 3
Wanego 3
Riley 3
Oeage City 2
Randolph 2
Maryaville 2
Eureka 2
Stookdale 2
Hoxie 3



Waverly 1

•

Yates Cent
. George 3

Blue Raoids 1

Kirwin 1 •

Ness City 1

Gaylord 1
Grainfield 1

Kiowa 1
Pratt 1
Cflifton 1

Salens 1

Oberlin 1

?iton 1
tockton 1

Green 1
Circleville 1

Holton 1
H:' a 1
Kansas City 1
Baxter Springs 1
Hank? to 1

Salem 1
Heosheo Falls 1
Hutchison 1
Baldwin 1

rcestos* 1
Glasco 1
la8ton 1
Hillside 1
Herin.rton 1

ite City 1
Republ ic 1
Stuttgart 1
Olsbu 1
Wectjuorelei 1
llildr 1
Hi#i Point 1
Prairie Grove 1
Wabaunsee 1

in Mound 1
Pleasant ! ill 1
Paxico 1
Maple Hill 1
loodston 1
Halls Summit 1
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Other States
Missouri
California 4
Nebraska 3
Horth Carolina 2
Tennessee 2
Washington 3
Idaho a
Texas l
lentucky l
Isst Virginia l
Pennsylvania i

TABLE XXIX. IF YOU HAVE ATTEir ELSEWERE. HOI
1 AT.Y Y ~,\r. BATE Y m n

MAKfATTAI?

Less than 1 year 3
1 year 4
2 years 10
3 years 8
4 years 17
5 years 7

6 years 5
7 years 6
3 years 4
9 years 6

10 years 4
11 years 3

Of the 76 students attending other schools than Man-

hattan the average time in attendance outside of Manhattan

was five years or slightly ov»r M$> of their school life.

Based on the total nuKto^r of students studied about 3.6

years of each student's school life was spent outside of

Hanhpttan or about 3f$ of the time. This again illustrates

the effect of a variety of geographical environments on the

development of attitudes.
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TABLE XXX. SKAT SUBJECTS J TAOS IS THE 3TSIQR
HIGH SCHOOL

The material secured in answer to the above question was

found to be unnecessary and so difficult to secure that it

was omitted. The students could not recall all the subjects

accurately either concerning number of subjects, or the num-

ber of semesters spent on each. To hpve secured the infor-

mation otherwise would hare required a complete examination

of all office records, and in a Quite a number of cases

detailed transcripts from other schools attended*

TABLE XXXI. IfHAT GRADE SGKGCL TEACHER LIKED TOO
MOST?*

Grp.de
Hone given 4
1 8
3 7
3 8

4 10
5 30
6 21
7 8
8 9

•This and the tione ^hich follow are answered by
the grade or subject the student was taking at the time
rather then t me of tfc eher*

In spite of a somewhat prevalent belief that children

in the upper grades are the hardest to like and the hardest

to teach, f the students believed that these very

teachers liked them most. This is based uoon opinions of

a number of superintendents, grade school teachers, and

principals interviewed on this question.



It is also wall to note that half of these were fifth

grade teachers. The reasons, given in the following table,

are worthy of note, e< lly compared with the reasons

given concerning junior and senior high school teachers.

TABS.2 XXXII. T7HAT I CAS YOU GIVE TOR THIS?

No reason given 48
I r.nde good grade© 10
She t - in me
She took an in x in all tudents 5

ling to help m©
Family friend

xi friends
I helped "her more
Liked he*
She thought me bright
I was little
I wf.s active in extra curricular
activities
I was good
I tool: more interest in school
She babied me
I made more progress under her
3he treated me best
We were together a great deal

TABLE XXXII Ia.

LI

GRAD2 SCHOOL TEACHER '.TOO

)U MOST A MAS OP. A SOMAS?

5
96

TABLE XXX I I lb

Total number of teachers which the students had in the
grades:

Women
30

509

From these figures it will be noted that the number of

men teachers cited as liking the student most was not pro-



portionately as large as the total nuLfcer of men teachers in

the gr . This is probr-bly &s one would expect for I an

of the opinion that the student would naturally react a»re

favorably to feninine influence in his early year3 and that

it is also quite npturr-1 that the women would like the young-

er children better than men would,

TABLE XXIIY. TSHAT KIND OF I Q .AIS U»DSR
Tt9

• E—Excellent, G— Good, a—Medium, P—Poor, ?—Failing.

I 23
a 59
K 10
P
f 1
Ho aark given 4

The fact that the marks ran quite high was to be ex-

pected in that the students who survived our educational

system to the senior year of high school i?ould n lly have
6

made comparatively high marks in the grades. Also the very

fact that so many students cited marks as a reason for the

oner liking them would ra?=ke for high marks in this Troup.

6. Ross, E. A.; Civic Sociology, page 114. 1926. The 3oxid
Book Cornpany.
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TABLE XXXV a . 3HAT GRADE SCHOOL TEACHER DID YOU
LIKE MOST?

1 9
2 7
3 11
4 7
5 25
6 20
7 8
8 10
Hone given

TABLE XXXVb.

8

Cases where the student believed the same
teacher liked hla most that he liked most. 63

Cases where this was not true. 33

Gases where there was insufficient infor-
aation. 9

That a person believes the same person lik*s hia that

hs likes is well borne out in this table for over 60$ of the

students liked the same teacher best that they thought liked

the« best. The following table giving the reasons is en-

lightening especially when compared with Table XXXII for in

this one marks are relegated to a comparatively unimportant

place. However, it may be that other factors than marks

entered into the liking for the student, in fact it was

probably other factors which induced the good marks to which

the student attributed his teacher's liking for him.
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TABLE XXXVI. WHY DID TOU LIKE THIS GRADE SCHOOL
TEACHER MOST?

Mo reason given 24
Personal interest in at 22

Kindness 9
Personality 5
Willingness of help 4
Mede grade interesting 4
We were better acquainted 3
Family friend 3
filtered into student activities 2

We got along bntter 2
I node good grades 2
We were together more 2
Knew now to handle >upile 2
Friendly 2
Sympathetic
I liked her methods
Intelligence of teaefeer
I had an easy time
Let me skip a grade
She was a very good teacher
Wee my sister
Bore interested in school and community
welfare
Able to make one understand better
Visited our home often

TABLE XXXVII* WAS THE (HADE SCHOOL TEACHER TOO
LIKED MOST A UAH OR A WOMAI?

Hem 2
mm 95

In this we note that men were not liked nearly in pro-

portion to their total number in the grade school. The ex-

planation in Table XXXIII probably holds good for this one

aa well.



TABLE XXXVIII. WHAT 1ARX DID YOU MAKE UMDER THE

•

GRADE SCHOOL T'UCI. R YOU LIKED
MOST?

B 31
57

if 7
P 1
F
Ko »ark given 11

There was little relative difference in the marks made

under the teacher liked beet and the teacher who liked the

student best* Very likely the same explaination holds
I
\*

each case*

TABLE XXXIX* WHAT JUHIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT
TEACHER LIXED TOO MOST?

Boys
Ho response 8
Mathematics 12
English 8
History 5
Civics 2
Printing 2
General Science 1
Manual Training 1
Eighth grade 1
8eventh grade 2

Girls
80 response aEnglish
Latin 3
Matfeeaetics 3
Pennnanship 2
General Science 2
Foods 2
History 2
Clothing 2
Physical Education 1
Geography 1
Hygiene 1
ighth grade 6
eventh grade 4



It is rather apparent that the junior high school stu-

dent believed the teacher, who taught the subject he or she

was traditionally supposed to like best, liked that student

best. The girls *ho exprest an opinion at all seemed to

hare a wider range of subjects included.

TABLE XL. 3HAT RKASON OR REASONS CAS YOU GIVE FOR
THIS JUNIOR HI3H SCHOOL TnlACHSR LIKING

TOO MD3T?

No reason given 40
Personal interest 10
I made good marks f
Family friend 4
Liked the subject taught 3
Always witty and willing to help 2
I helped her a great deal 1
I tried mard to le^rn 1

got along well together 1
Nicer to me than to others 1
Interested in helping ma 1

Was naturally likable 1
Qawa me lead in a play 1
He was the coach and I was one of
the players 1
fa were just good friends 1

Interesting 1

The most noticeable feature of the reasons given here

is the falling off of marks being given as a reason. This

is perhaps due to a greater discrimination on the part of

the student by the time he has arrived in the junior high

and by the fact th*t at that age the child likes to have a

personal interest manifest in him by the people r/ith whom

he comes in contact. ^Sven so the factor of marks still rank

quite high.



TABLE XLa. WAS THE JURIOR HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER THAT
LIKED YO0 MOST A MAM OR A ifOMAf ?

Man 25
51

TABLE XLb.

Total nuatoer of teachers which the students had in the
junior high school.

Men 178
ItM 671

Here we find quite a reversal of opinion from the grade

sohool attitude for the number of men teachers the student

believed liked him best was far ereater in proportion to the

total nucker of men teachers in thr junior high school than

the number of women. Perhaps this maybe partially accounted

for by the fact that the bcye at this age seem to be more

attracted to those of their own sex than in the grades. The

comparatively large number of students not answering these

questions on the junior high school may be accounted for by

the fact that many of them attended the rural schools thru

the eighth grade.

TABLE XL II. WHAT MARK DID YOU MAKE OMISR THE JUMIOR
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER THAT LIKED TOO

MOST?

I SO
37

M 9
P
f
Mo mark given



The fact that the marks were higher in the junior hig*
t
J

school than in the grBde school may be e ccounted for by ths

feet that the marks in the junior high represent only one

subject while those in the grade schoolt
represent a number

of subjects lumped together. Also the fact that the student

probably liked the particular subject best which this teacher

taught night influence the marks in an upward direction.

TABLE XLIIIa. WHAT JUHIOH HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT
TEACH :

:

.R 3ID 1 LIKE MOST?

Boys 1
Ho response 5

Mathematics 13
English 7

History 6
General Science 4
Printing 2

Physical Education 1

Stele 1

Latin 1
Civics 1
Pennmanship 1

Girls •

Ko response 6
Engl ish 18
Mathematics 7
History 5
Latla 5
Clothing 5
Pennmansh ip 4
Civics 1
Hygiene 1
Music 1
Art 1
Physics! Education 1
General Science 1
Seventh grade 3
Eighth grade 5
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TABLE XL I I lb.

Cases where the student thought the same
junior high school subject teacher liked
thera that they lik 45

Oases where this was not true. 30

Oases where there was insufficient infor-
mation. 30

As in the question involving the teacher who liked the

student best, a wider range of subjecte were given by the

girls th*n by the beys. It shrald be also that in 60-1>

of the cases the student liked the same teacher that he be-

lieved liked him beet. This shows no v*»rir»tion from the

data for the grade school,

TABLE XLIV. WHY DID YOU LIK JUHIOK HIGH
SCHOOL SUBJECT T^ACHTl M0 7T?

lo reason given 25
Personal ity 9
Method of teaching 3
I liked subject 7
fas a good s ort 5
Good natured 5
Was willing to help 4
Close friends 4
Interested in students 3
Fairness 2
Interesting 2
Subject interesting 2
Nice 2
Kindness 2
High ideals 2
Was the coach 2
las a real man 1
I got more out of course 1
lot sarcastic 1
In school for more than teaching 1

Knew his subject 1
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Allowed social activities 1
th class work 1
- full of pep 1

Family friend 1

icere 1

A mtich greater range of reasons were found to account

for liking the junior high school teacher than for liking

the grade school teachers* The reason for liking that held

first place in the grade school, personal interest* had

dropped to a place, and the r-ersonality of the teacher

ranked first. This is prob-bly due to a changing viewpoint

of the Junior high student and th" t h-ving so many

different teachers little per interest is developed as

compared ^ith the jrade school.

TABLE XLV. OH T- ACHER A MAH OR A WOMIT

Mm 36
Wmm 68

The preference for men teachers in the junior high was

considerably r than the total number of men teachers

rs coajoared with the nuntoer of women teachers* This is

doubtless due to the fact that the boys crave the companion-

ship of older men at this age and are id of being con-

sidered •sisay" if they liked the women teachers or had even
7

close friendship with any of theau It also leads me to be~

7, Hall, Granville Stanley; Adolescence. 1907. D. Apple ton
and Comosny.



liewe that we need acre wt&n tench a the Junior high than

we have had up to the . It Ti^ht be possible to de-

duce the conclusion thst the taen teachers were better in the

junior high than the women tWMA but this is a rether

dangerous conclusion and is resting on rather slender evi-

dence,

TABLE XLVI. «SAT MARKS DID YOU MAKE UMDER THE
TUl* 10
TTAOHER THAT YOU LIISD

MOST?

' K 37
G 40
» 16
P
T
Mo raark given 1

Again it is noted that the narks in the junior high

school are higher than in the corresponding Question for

the grade school and my be explained in the same way as

Table XLII.

TABLE XLVII. WAf STHOR HIGH SUBJECT TSACKER
LIKKD YOU IOST7

Boys
Ho response 10
Math err 8
History 4

3 Lab 3
1 Agriculture 3

Book' ig 2
Constitution 3
Typing 2
French 1
Manual Training 1

Mechanical "rawing 1
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Printing 1

Physics 1

Penmaar 1

Botany 1

Susie 1

Girls
So response 1J

ish }£
tics If

For f
Clothing

J
Home living J
History 5
Typinc 2

French 1

1
Spanish
Music
Publie broking 1

Bookkeeping 1

Physic 1 hicatloil 1

A reversal of vri'ty of subject teachers «fao the

student believed liked hies best is found in the senior

high, for in this case the boys showed a wider variety.

Also it ffisy be noted that English dropped froa second to

third place so far as the boys ^ere concerned. It is also

worthy of not" that the vocational subjects, clothing and

foods, occu MA more iaportrnt M in the senior

high than in the junior high as by the girls. It

ay be that the senior high school girls would prove aore

interesting to such teachers than junior high school girls.

*;_ LTXtt. «t 6S3 KU W»3 IOH SCHDOi
SUBJECT TEACHER LIK IOU K

Jo reason 44
I was a good student 7



I liked subject
Personality of teacher

Personal Contrct
Actionn on part of teacher
Because I tried
I otrtslde of c"

Personal interest
brother before Me

In 4
: tied in younr^ ile

Both of us liked the subject
She trusted «e

5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
8
1
1
1

The reason^ jiven here ore not so varied as in the

same group for the junior hi£h school and apparently the

interest in the subject played a much wore important prrt

than at any previous time.

TABLE XL IX a. WAS TH I SUBJECT
T HO LIK' D YOU MOST A UAl

OR A ^OtfAH?

24
53

TABLS XLIXh:

•Total number of te-ch^re which the student had in the
senior his£i school.

"'ou.en

404
640

Here we note a r^v^rsal of likes on the part of the

men and women te-ch^rs from wh^t we found in the junior

high school. The women teachers seemed to like the stu-

dents better, from the student's viewpoint at least, far

beyond the rtion one ffiight expect to find. It waa

also Int - to note that of the 445 teachers that the
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boys h?d in the senior high ol 205 of them were men,

while of the 599 that the girls had -nly 199 were iren* This

seems to indir t.hst there is a tendency for tl At to

be trained more by women and the boys to be tr more by

men. However, in the case of the boys the proportion of men

teachers does not measure nearly up to the ro ortion of wo-

oes teachers that the girls have.

TABLE L. WHAT MARKS DID IBB MAKE USDSR THE SENIOR
>H SCHOOL SUBJECT T

YOU MOST?

E 30
32

M 1?
* 1

! °
Ho aarlc given 3

The merks made in the senior high school seem to be some-

what lower th-m they did in the junior high school, due to

the fp.et that the ?orlc became increasingly difficult and that

the persons who made the low marks in the junior high school

had been eliminated. However, the raerks were still quite a

good deal higher th.«n average.

TABLE LI. WHAT SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT TEACHER
DID YOU LIKE HO

Boys
So response 6
History 9
English 5
Vocational Agriculture 5
Mathematics 5
Typing 3
Sociology 2



Constitution 1

An

Shorthand 1

Pennman 1

Manual Training 1
Mechanic wing 1
French 1
Business law 1

Girls
No Response 5

-li3h 23
History 9
Mathematics 7
Clothing 3
Sociology 2
Poods 2
Latin 2
Typir 2
Home Living 1

Physics 1
orthand 1

Music 1
Art 1
Botany 1
Spanish 1

Bookkeep ing 1

Again we note a *ider ranfje of subjects among the teao-

hT8 liked by the pjirls than by the boys* The subjects had

also materially changed position, mathematics dropning a

great deal, victory climbing ur in both groups* Vooptional

agriculture cl imbed up far higher than it could reasonably

be expected from the small number of boys '»ho took it* This

was probably due to a v^ry good ti id to a great liking

for the subject by the farm boys who were taking it.

TABLE LII. mi DID YOU LIKE THIS 32HI0R HIGH
:00L SUB*; TiACHER MO

So reason 30
Personal ity 10
Did a good job of teaching 8



Good sport
Personal interest
Helped poop]
Fairness
Int

tic
Good nturst!
I liked the subject
Easy
8n«e in and out of school
In~ in younr le
Pergonal fr
Told us our ts en ^6
revive s^-l soirit
She 1p so cutf*
Does not -rior to
My i-*esl
Hav "ep r^f^ect for him
Kindn-
I msd- ? grades

7
5
4
4
4
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1

1

There are no ttfeotlopfl to bo rr.rAc from this beyond

those mede in the case of the junior hi chere for the

range of reasons seems to be little different except for a

slightly p rt^'Tice feeing | to personality

end personal intero t.

TABLE XLIII. FA8 THS SEHIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT
TEACHER THAT YOU ;

T A
MAR OR A •'<

*«» 30
b*M 56

The liking for the men teachers was slightly great r

thr?n the proportion of men teachers in the total would

warrant our believing. However, the difference would be

insignicant but for the fact that the choices wero oretty

clearly divided with r tt to the sex of the student, the



boys liking the men and the girls liking the women best.

This furth r *cr tN the nesd for men teacher? to do

more of I ing: of boys in our secondary schools.

TABLE trr- EH AT MARK DID TOtl BAKE UMDER TB

OH SCHOOL 3 a THAT TuU
M A l

P
F

24
50
20

So tnx ?s marks are concerned there seemed to be a fall-

ing off in tfee
n " M group and a great increase in the "C"

up with a slisht increase in the *K» group over the re-

sults for the junior hi ih school, v^ry nrobsbly for the

reasons given in Trble L.

TABL^ LV. MiAT SCHOOL PRINCIPAL I ft*

* Indie- t^^ by school ie time.

Grade
Jur
Senior h
Ho r^s^nse

32

"9

Schools outside of Manhattan.

(

go

Oi^hton
Senior high

Kiowa
Usadol h
CI ifton
Ke-
tockdale

mri)



Seaarn Ron

unty
lty, iiisaouri

ton, -t iip

ia, Pennsylvonip
Junior hi$i

--ae

Baaed upo* the judgment of the student, the rincioal

who liked the nior high school prin-

cipal. However, tl inclusion rmi*t be qualified for ao

aany of the student —nded ftu ohool where there was

no prineloal that aw* aaaaluatoa, is «t once condesned as

erroneous, ^aaeaij Hw i&f of t> i~,r high school

principals tots outside of Vanh^tt-'n. Eliminating these

;tors, wa «»y i th the Junior

high school but for tha case reason °uch a conclusion

erroneous ber the ru.rrl £dh' hrs t ted two

years of th<: eohc flow he comes in con-

tact with the junior high school so he h»c only a third the

ch«nce to rite | like hi ich the city school

student has. It

dent believed the Ml Junior Hi^h School orin

liked I im better the Manhattan onior Ilijh l rrin-

cio?i, for -~>nly one juni-r hi?h orinoi^l was Us ted as being

outside of :-3mh*ttan .'nile eleven senior high principals were

outside of Hnrih-ttaa.
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TABLE LVI . WHAT REASQI OR :IS CAM TOU GIVE IOR
THIS PRIHCIPAL LIKIHG TOU 3DST?

So reason given
Seemed interested in my welfare
Personal contact
I worked for him
I wae a good student
He was thoughtfully human
Family friend
Kone of the others could tolerate
Be was coach and I was a player
I respected him
She liked everyone

45
9
6
6
S
4
3
1
1
1
1

In so mpny oases no reason was given that no satis*

factory conclusion can be drawn. The reasons given are

quite what one might expect.

TABLE LVII&. »HAT SCHOOL PRDfCIPAL LIKED YOG MOST?*

•Answered toy the school student who was attending at
the time.

Eo response
Grade
Junior High
Senior High
Bone of then

Other schools represented
Grade

Omaha, Nebraska
Kansas City
Geylord
Dighton
Randolph

Junior Ki^i
Hoxie

Senior High
Blue Rapids

34
24
24
30
3

Pratt
Abilene



Clifton
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Excel sioi ings, Missouri
Kansas City, Missouri
Keats
Stockdale
Hutchinson

TABLE LVIIb.

Case* where the student believed the
principal liked him most that he liked most. 50

Cases where the student did not like the prin-
al most that he believed liked him most, 32

Cases where there was insufficient information. 33

TABLE LVIII. WHY DID TOO LIKE THIS PBISCIPAL ML,

lo reason given 33
Kind and good-hearted 11
Personality 8
Personal interest 7
Interested in young people 7
Honest and fair 4
lasy to get along with 3
Very friendly 3
Good snort 1
I worked for him 1
Very considerate of the country student 1

Was human
His ability to master rowdies
tayed at our house

Of the students who gave the first reason most of

referred to the grade school principal, and of those who

gave the second either the junior or senior high school prin-

cipals were the ones cited. However, the first reason

accounted for a number liking the junior high principal,

This is along the same line as the reasons for liking teache»
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was found to be, namely that personality became increasingly

important as the student advanced through school.

Assuming that all those who gr>.ve no response were

country school students cud that their choice would have

been distributee in the same proportion as the others we

find that the senior high school princi ) 1 is by far the

most popular with the students. However, again it must be

remembered that 40$ of those who expressed a choice for the

senior high school principal g-ve out of town principals,

so that so far as Manhattan is concerned the Junior hi£i

school prir. was such better liked than the senior high

school principal. This is further accentuated by the fact

that 13ie f-rtr=r b ck in the school oareer one goes the

greater the probability that the student attended some other

school. It is also worthy of note that over 70 • of the stu-

dents liked the same principal best -that they believed liked

them best, - 1 Um t tftare any choioe at all was given.

TABLE LIXa . *HAT 9RADE SCHOOL TEACHER LIKED YOU
AST?*

Indicated by the grade the student was in at the
ti

1
2

4
5
6
7
8

11
20
13
14
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TABLE LIXb.

Cases where the teacher who liked the student
least tau$it the • following the grade
taught by the teacher who liked the student
most.

Oases where the teacher who liked the student
least taught the grade preceding the grade
taught by the te?cher who liked the student
most.

39

25

Oases when neither was true.

In trying to discover the reason for the student liking

the particular teacher the least it was found that the one

he thought liked him best either just preceded or ju

followed the one he thought liked him least, bo perhaps each

was placed as she was by virtue of contrast with her pre-

decessor or successor. There did not, however, sees to be

such a concentration on any one or two grades as in the case

of the teacher he thought liked him best.

TABLE LX. Mkt REASOM CAH YOU 8 . OR THIS aRADS
SCHOOL TEACHER LIX1 3*1

Ho reason given 31
terested in students 8

Punished me excessively 7
Ill-tempered 6
I was unruly 5
Ifefair and dishonest 4
I was too dumb 3
Had no patience 3
Just naturally did not like me 1
I made a mistake and everybody 1
Irughed at as
I did not apply myself 1
His roommate quarreled with my l
brother
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I did not like her
I argued with her
She -.me sarcastic
I thought I WSS tOO 8B3£Tt

I would not stay after school
to talk to her
X we3 not of her rel igioa
She oould not keep order
I was a new student

I
1
1

1
1
1
1

Coming back to the grade school again from the view-

point of the teacher <?ho liked the student least we find

that personal interest is again a dominant factor, except

that of course in this case it is a l~ck of personal inter-

est. Punishment and natural ill-temper on tfoe part of the

teacher also ranked high as one might expect.

TABLE UI. FAS THE GRADE SCHOOL TEACHER 3BD LIKED
YOU LEAST A MS OR A .IOMAH?

M 8
71

It becomes evident that the conclusions drawn at first

with respect to the men teachers not being the deslrsble

te chers for the grades Is t rue for the nuntoer of men who

liked the students least was double the percentage of men in

the total number of men teachers in the grades.

TABLE LXII. 13HAT MARK DID TOO MAKE WIDER THE GRADE
SCHOOL TEAGKBR MO LIKED YOU LEAST?

I

M

F

2
30
33
10
4
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It is rather safe to assume that the marks raada by the

'udent are either a milt of the teacher not
!

liking the student for the «ar' re nnich lower t nun where

we c the teachers who 3 tudent 1 BOSt.

TABLE tXIIIa. 3HAT G-RAD ACHW DID YOU

* Indicated by the grade the student was in at the
.

Ho tercl.- r ii ed
1
3
3
4
5
6
7
8

16
7

TABLE LXIIlb.

Cases whore the student liked the teacher
least who taught the grade following the
grade t: by tfc ;her he liked rao: t. u
Cases where the student liked the teacher
least sho taught the grade preceding the
grade taught by the teacher he liked mort. S9

Cases wh her was true. 17

TABLS LXIIIc.

Cases where the student t the same
teacher liked hira lea t~hc liked
lea- t.

Cases where the student did not think
the saoe teacher likei him least that
he liked least. u
Cases where there was insufficient infor-
aation.
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That the dislike of student and teacher is reciprocal

is shown by the fact tn-t the student liked the same teaefaei

least that he liked leset in 701 of the cases, and in only

about 13> of the eases was the opposite true, the remainder

of the coses n< xfficient information. As in Table

LIX we find that the teacher liked least usually followed

or preceded the teacher liked mr

TABLS LX1V. mt DID ORASf SCHt

No reason given 24
Ill-tempered 15
Punished unnecessarily 9
Unfrir 5
las not helpful 5

i not like me 5
unsympathetic 4
fas too old 3
Mm did not get along 3
Failed me 3
Interested outside of school 2
Sarcastic 2

"

ia \
Too silly 1
Too strict 1
Two faced \
Bah led me to rsuch 1
I did not f but got pood grades 1
ways tried to cr.tch at t sorre-

thing 1
Did not try to tesch me a difficult
subject 1
I did not think much of her
teacher or as a person 1

In this table we find a new factor, or rather one which

has appeared only very slightly before, namely ill-temper

of the teacher for in 23^ of the cases where any reason at



all was given for disliking a teacher this was the reason.

The next reason, thnt of punishing unnecessarily was perhaps

very closely allied, but because it was given separately by

the student it has been listed separately. This* reason

accounted for about 140 of the total reasons given.

TABLE LXV. TAS THT, TEACHER A «AI L OMANt

59 J9mm °2

In this case we find that tae number of men teachers

liked least by the students was not so great as the nunto r

they believed liked them least. This say in part be due to

the fact that men probably do not show their liking for

smaller children as do women* and that men are probably by

nature less demonstrative and gruffer than women, a fact

which might be interpreted by the student as dislike for him.

On the other hand the student found less occasion to dislike

the men teachers than Table 61 might have led us to believe

and the percentage of men teachers liked least was only 3£

as jcompared with 6?« of the whole nunfcer of grade teachers

being men. The difference here can hrrdly be regarded as

significant.

TABLE LXVI. 1HAT MARKS DID YOU MAKE OTTOER THIS
TEACHER?

I
G
II

P

7
35
35
9



t 3

Thet the £tud«nt is less influenced toward a dislike of

a teaoher by raarks Hum the er toward the student might

be aesused by eornnnring Trble LXII with the result e here.

However, so m?>ny other t - ent'--r into the equation "feat

this would not be a safe assumption. However, in spite of

disliking the teacher *he *!%• remain 6 ily nbove the

rage 80 on© tr " te safely asanas tn-^t mrks do not

I -rTiine the attitude toward the teacher.

TABLS LXVII. KU1 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT tSACHHt
LIK

Boys
None given 7
English 12
Geography 3

Manual Training 4
Mathematics 2
Eighth grade 3
History 3
Lfltin 1

1
Civics 1
Seventh grade 1
Study Hall 1

Girls
Hone given 21
Poods 10
Mbthen!? tics 7
"nglish 5
fee y 4
Latin 4
Clothing 2
Physic 1 ducat ion 3
Physiology 1
History 1
linth giajg 1
ighth grade 1



Seventh grade
Home Room
tudy Hall

General "cience

1
1
1
1

As one might expect the English teacher was the one the

boys thought liked ths» least. However the ranking of

geography and annual training ao near the top bore investi-

gation and a little inmilry revealed the fact that there was

a particularly undesirable teacher in charge of geography

and that the manual training teacher was rather cold and un-

demonstrative, the type of teacher that finds little to like

in the Junior high school student. From my observations I pi

inclined to believe that the most enthusiastic teachers in

school should be placed in the junior high school. One might

have expected that mathematics would have received a higher

ranking with the girls but instead the one least, expected

a vocational subject, foods, ranked highest. Again a little

personal investigation revealed that the teacher in charge

of this work should never hnve been permitted in any school

system, much less in the junior high school. 9he was

characterised by the students, when asked about her par-

ticularly, as being sarcastic, selfish, uninterested in stu-

dents, and having v.-tIous other eofually condemning qualiti .

It is fortunate that she did not remain long in the school.

It is ^-ur^rising that English ranked so high with the girls
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but probably the reason for it ranking so !high with both boys

and girl 8 is that they are in contact with English teachers

ewery semester and hove a greater oo-v-rtunity for being

either liked or disliked by these English teachers.

fABLS LXVIII* WU JOH OP: can you airs
FC 13?

Io reason 31
Uninterested in students 3
I was unruly and irmudent 9
I was not a bright student 5
Always blamed me for ererytfcing 5
I did not work 2
She failed rae 2
I did not like the subject 1
I did not like the teacher 2
I could not dress fine enough 1
Te?'ch°r was hrrd-boiled 1
las sarcastic 1
Always gsve me the same grade
regardless of my work 1
I had a southern dtialeet
las an awful ol 1
I was not good looking enough 1
fas a / friond 1
I wee not the tfpm she liked 1
She was lazy 1
Would not help students 1

In this case the student was almost as willing to con-

demn himself as the teacher for the tie for fir&t ^Isee was

his admission of his unruliness* Qtfcsi reasons tsbulnted

were without any f distinction*

TABLS LXIX. SAS THE J0H1 >L T?J
YOU LIK'D LSASt A LAS OR A «

*m 14
Wo flan 64



From information in Tn.ble R find that the percent-

age of men king ents

lenst ia a~ WWrtfcfi of men teachers

in the tots! MNAftt of junior chool teachers.

LXX. WHAT
HI I WO T

s

p
F
Ho aarks riven

3
13
37
IS
5
2

It seems to appear that narks of the -bllity to make

od msrke has some influence on the teacher's liking a stu-

dent, or at lenst th-re mist be sore sort of a relationship

between there frctr for it is as ftoaelstently true that marks

are lover wh r r does not like the student in the

junior high school as it was in the gMsftti school. In f?ct

in the junior fcifljh adhool the marks were lower than those of

the grade school. Ihli Mftf possibly be discounted by the

feet that this represents only one subject while the grade

school nark Is the average of all subjects taken during that

particular yeer.

TABLE LXXIa. SKAT JOHIOR HIS SUBJECT T2ACH1R
DIO YOU LIKE LF

Boys
lo respo
English 14



Ge y 7
Mathematics 3
' iMBMfll ^ TH*** t t*i ^ ^ '"

2
ry 1Malgg 1

^nV9lO *

ni*V 1
*enth rr^de 1

1
Girls

Ho response 13
Voode 13
Mr 8
English 6
©eorrrrhy 6

tin 5

hicatioa 2
2

Physiology 1
History 1
Study Hall 1
Sevfnth Sr'de 1
Hinth Gferade 1
Ho ass Room 1

TAB&S LXXIb.

Cases where the student believed the earne
teach that he liked
leapt. 58

Caeee where thle was not true. 14

^es wh Fftottftt infor-
mation. 16

'

From a study ot the ts?o tables above and Table LXVII

there is evidence th.?t some conditions existed which m Ight

ft been prevented. For exar-ple, is there any reason or

excuse for a teecher of foods ranking highest in these tables?

Also, when one considers the fact that by no means all of the
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students too It pjeo rproohy, there is no good reason why thirte#a

of the students should h^ve liked this teacher l*ast« otse-

•here alon?- the line of ample- thsse texs there was a

•lip ^ost a great deal of friction and bnd feeling.

Certainly a situation of this kind T?ould cell th ntion

of school officials to the f^ct teachers muet be

very care full- nd it is rey on in ion based on my

observations in this study thet r^re^t^r c^re should be taken

in th«r ohulse of junior hi#i school teachers than in the

choice of any other teacher .

TABLS LXXII. WIT DID YOU LIKE THIS JUfilOR HIGH

So reason 22
Treated me unfairly 6

rouch 5
Sarcastic 5
Otosyttpathsti* and unwilling to he"!

Poor te?c^ 5
lot liks ae 5

Sot interested in the students 4
I made poor trades 4
Hi-tempered 4
Thought bi*r<elf superior 4
Did not know h^r subject 3
Hot c erate 3
Too i itive 1
I could nr • **ith h-.-r 1
Would er Lng one day and 1
another thing the next 1
She hrd s low moral standard 1
Ifede you feel unnecessary 1
Expected too much of students 1
I did not like her personality 1
Too particular and touchy 1
I just did not like her 1
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While the reasons given here are BOWM&at varied one

thing appears to be indicated and that is that the junior

high school teacher should be more Pleasant individual than

any other teacher. The reason for ffly statement is that so

many gave as reasons for not liking the teachers things one

ordinarily considers the opposite of pleasant. Either this

is true or else the junior high school teachers sho taught

these boys and girls were a particularly unpleasant lot,

TABLE LXXIII. &A3 THE JUHIOR HIGH SCHOOL TSACHWt
YOU LIKED A «A» OH A WOMAH1

Hen 13
Woaaa 70

A comparison of this data with Table L>!b indicates that

the men teachers in 1fce junior high school were disliked to

slightly lesser degree than might have been expected from the

percentage of men in the total number of junior high school

teachers.

TABLS LXXIV.

S

H
P
F

Uf MARK DID TOU MAKE UMDER THE JUHIOR
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER YOU LIKED LEAST?

4
12
42
1?
5
3Mo nark given

Very little difference is found in this table and Table

LXX the tendency seeming to be that narks hr.ve some influence

or are a result of the student not liking ^ teacner aa wll



as the teacher not liking the student. There may be Mi
other factors influencing this ao it is not safe to draw any

definite conclusion.

TABLE LXXV. 1HA? SEIZOR EIOH SCHOOL SUBJECT TEACHER
LIKED TOU LEAST?

Boye
Bo reasons* 10
History 10
Mathematics 7
English 5
Physics 3
Physical Education a
Typing i
Botany i
Bookkeep ing i
Economics i
Sociology i

Girls
Ko response 21
History 11
Phy3ics 5
Physical Education 5
Mathematics 5
English 4
Typing 3
Sociology 3
French 1
Spanish 1
Latin 1
Art 1
Music 1
Bookkeeping 1
Foods 1

Just how to explain why the history teachers shn aid like

the students least in such a I'-rge -i rcentage of the oases is

difficult, especially when so many of th e eases are boys who

are traditionally supposed to be good history student It

may be that the percentage like rating of the -teacher

i

i would
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reveal this tout to go into that at this moment is not nec-

essary. Another fact, difficult of explanation, is why

mathematics should rank so much higher with the boys than

with the girls when traditionally the boys are supposed to

be better mathematics students than the girls. One possible

explanation is that the teachers might expect the boys to be

quiet and docile, two things which boys cannot be at this

age, while the girls are less inclined to be boisterous. On

the other hand, the explanation may lie in the very nature

of these particular teachers. At any event the facts bi

out here are at variance with whst one might expect to find.

TABLE LXXVI. WAT REASO* CAl YOU GIVE FOR THIS
SJEBIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT
TEACHER LIEEfO YOU L3AST?

Ho reason given 38
I had difficulty *ith the subject 8
Always finding fault -ith me 4
I did not hang around her 3
I did not like h r 3
Did not like my attitude 2
Could not study under her 1
My marks were not good 1
Acted so indifferent toward ms 1
Sarcast ic 1
A queer woman 1
Grouchy 1
Poor teacher 1
Liked only seniors 1
Could not understand her 1
I was too noisy 1
Cot my lesson and then fooled around 1
We could not agree 1
I mt things off till the last minute 1
Always looked cross at as 1



That the reasons given by the Btudents shed little

light upon the true nature of the difficulty is nay opinion

after considering the reasons carefully. However, I am in-

clined to think that we must have some teachers who do not

see very clearly the students viewpoint and who do not truly

appreciate the nature of the high school student and the

problems faced by the student.

TABLE LXXVII. WAS THE SENIOR HIOH SCHOOL m
wHO LIKED YOU L^AST A MAS OR A

WOMAN?

24MM 50

By comparing the data here with that in Table XLlXb we

find that the men teachers were credited with liking the stu-

dents leest to a lesser degree than me might have expected,

the total percentage of men teachers being about 33$ while in

this table they represent only 31#* This difference is great

enough to be significant, although I have no means of account-

ing for it. One might say that the men teachers were b tter

teachers or that they liked students better than the women

teach-ra of the school but this would be a rather dangerous

conclusion to make uo on so little evidence*

TABLE LXXVIII. IKAT MARK DID YOtJ MAKE UND3R THE
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL TJ2ACHER WHO

LIKED YOU L1EAST?

* •
14
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M 44
P 9
r i
So Mark rriven 1

Mo particular conclusion may be drawn for this that has

not been drasm for the Junior high school marks, although

the marks here seem to be slightly higher than they were In

the junior high school, a fact vsftieh might not hp.Te been ex-

pected*

TABLE LXXKa. WHAT 3EKI0H HIGH SCHOOL SUBJECT
: LIKE LEAS?

Boys
Ho resr>on8e 9
Mathematics 9
History 7
English 6
Physical Mucation 4
Physics 3
Sociology 2
Economics 1
Physiology 1

Girls
No resoonse 15
History 10
Physical Education 8
Mathemetic 6
Physics 4
Typing 3
English 3
foods 2
Bookkeeping 2
Spanish 3
General Science 1
Botany 1
Latin 1
Biology 1
Sociology 1
Art 1
French 1
Physiology 1



»S LXXIXb.

Oases where the student liked the same senior
high school subject teacher least that liked
hi® least. 44

Cases where this was sot true. 23

Gases where there ^»s insufficient information
to determine the truja^ar untruth of the corre-
lation. 12

It is interesting to note that in 56;£ of the cases the

student liked the same teacher least that he thought liked

Ma least, showing that them mast fca some relation here but

what that relation is I hnve no way of determining nor do I

believe that any plan could be devised for obtaining this

information.

In this case we find a much wider rnnge of subjects re-

presented in the opinion of the girls than of the boys. It

is well to note the high ronk in both cases of the same sub-

jects, namely hi tory, mathematics, and physical education.

It was hardly to be expected that these wo ild rank so high,

^cially mnthematics and history teachers with respect to

the "likes" of the boys. A comparison with the percentaga

like rating of these teachers might be in order here. The

average percentage like rating of all the teachers in the

senior high school was 89$. The mathematics teachers ranked

as follows: 37$ and 68£; the history teachers as follows* 32$,

943, &t$t and 7T#;tae physical education teachers as follows:

99£ (for the boys), and 714 (for the girls). How there ars
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•one factors which enter into this which prevent drawing

accurate conclueions nuch as: Ho means of determining which

teacher the student had; no means of checking the relative

vplua of each class or subject : ith respect to the time spent

in each me, and the fnct that some of the teachers might he

in other schools or out of the Mwthattan schools at the pre-

sent time. At any rate it seems to me that the attitude of

the student was caused by the te&chers.

TA3LE LXXX. .ICK SCH-
I8BJ SI T .cfflB L ASH

lo reason given 35
las sever and hard-boiled 6
Graded unfairly 5
Assigned too much work 4
Did not like her personality 4
Was partial 3
Poor teacher 3
Had halitosis 3
Did not like me 2
Not interested in students 3
Did not like subject 1
He was lazy 1
Accused me of being 1 1
Had to hrve her own way 1
Took the whole period in talking l
Too personally inquisitive 1
Go rtudente 1
Carries things to the extreme 1

tic 1
bblsh 1

Too wile' of school 1
Talked too much psychology 1

ve not gott ^rith this
one 1
Too much time wasted in class 1
Never tried to make anyone like her 1

Sither the senior high school student expects too nuch

kindness or else our high school teachers are unduly severe
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seems to be the most outstanding thing pointed out here.

Also it seems to be apparent that the senior high school stu-

dent can either see partiality quite clearly or else he

imagines ha can as a sort of a defense for himself.

TABLE LXXXI. Z 3EII0R HIGH
.*l «..< 1 IZ>

L SUBJECT
MAS OR A

1 J. !

Mm 55

Again we note that the men teachers rank above the

women teachers for only 23& of the students liked them least

while they constituted 334 of the teaching force. On the

whole it would appear that Manhattan 3enior Hi ihool has

on its staff very good men teachers.

TABLS LXXXII. »BAT &ARI YOU MAK2 Ui,

9ftu lo ] SCHOOL SUBJECT
LIKED LEAST?

1
a

p

Mo mark givan

6
17
41
11
4
2

On the whole the students seem to be making higher thaa

aweraga marks in spite of liking these teachers least so one

cannot attribute this attitude to low marks. They seem to

be slightly higher than those under the teacher nho liked

the student least but the difference is not at all Bi
;
mifi-

cant.



TABLE LXXXIIIa. 3H1T 8C. , LIKSC YOU
LSA .11*

•Indicated by the school attended at the time.

Ho response $9
Grade school 23
Junior high school 14
Senior hiph school 29

TABLE LXXXIIlb.

Other schools than Xsanhattan represented.

Grade schools
Blue Repids

Unionville
Baatpa, Idaho

Junior hif^h schools
Abilene
Herinrton

Senior high schools
ireka

Clift
leosheo Fslls
Warsaw, Missouri

In ?2j£ of the cases where here was sufficient infor-

mation given the student believed the sans principal liked

hi» least that he liked les

TABLE LXXXIIIc.

Cases whore the student liked the same -rinciml
le^st he t ,t liked hire least* 53

Gases shere he did not think the same principal
liked his least he liked least. 19

Cases where there was Insufficient information
to de + r |»« tm statement. 33

From the above data it would appear that the senior Ugh



H

aabool prir< xi their etuiente leas than the prin-

3 in either m or i$J school. Tbia my be

aoraawhat dieomi y IN f"ct thsit isany of the atudeata

attended rural r la ahera, in m>at cases, there waa bo

PTIck in contrast I La is the 38 wlio gave no

response probably heceus* .anta»

It at least aeexa to i

not belters the senior

auoh.

TABLf LXXXIV. M

to Ma that the atudents did

.'inoiual liked thaa vary

Ti CAM Y'ilf !"* TV

o reason given
9id not become acquainted
M "or

itoa indifferent
I d tor
I talk in naaeidbly
Altwya tried to catch ma in tr
I *aa aaat to the office ao often
I MM r. " - M
% *bud* beat him up

not like afelldjta. very wall
Hid i anyone act ve in

to the b
I did thin*, eaee tin
ifcl gr nr-hy tnvr; '•:} Hg

d only hia peta
Old nc Tolko
I would riaa

wa na an "t;

nccidantally tardy

jR 1 IS

•

3
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
I
1

1

The reason rhich stands out nest affiong the f<*w relies

to thia question ia that tha Hal end atudent did not



become to .

m

size of the

school. I am inc". lieve, how •, that we should

n incipsls too ouch on t 1 has:is for af •-

all none of the i by tries* were so

§t«

. WAT LJXB
LEAST?

Io response 37
Or 24
Junior h school ID
Senior histo school 39

TABLE LXXXVb.

Other schools than Manhattan represented.

Grade schools
Is

won
Junior h chools

Herington
Abilene

Senior is

Unionville
HeoEheo Falls
Hutchinson
Seaman foiral
Warsaw, Missouri

It seeass to appeal u w, in subst Tables

LV, LVI, and LVII, that the senior high school principal is

the least with the students of any princi;. 1. This

ay be re to some degree by the fact th--.t their re-

collection of the senior high school principal in the most
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vivid and that dislikes stand out, but at the same time there

is no reason why the liking of the princi-al should not be

just as vivid. Of course it will be noted that the number

who liked the grade school principal least is almost as

large, but it must be remeabered that the student is in the

grade school six years and in the senior high school only

three years, therefore having twice as such opportunity to

like or dislike a grade school principal. The very f*.ct

tfcat the number who liked the senior high school principal

least was almost twice as great as the number of dislikes

of the junior high school rincioal seems to as to be signif-

icant. Some may, of course, account for this by saying that

so many of our students are in the junior hi$i school only

one year or perhaps not at all, having cotm from the rui

schools, but even so, I do not believe this would account

for the great difference recorded,

TABLE UXXVI. «HY DID IBS L&S THIS PRINCIPAL I

Ho reason given 32
Did not become acquainted 5
Did not see the student viewpoint 5
Strict and h?rd-boiled 5

1 not like as 3
Is had a quarrel 2
Was sneaking 3
Majority did not like him 2
Grouchy and unkind 2
Hot friendly 1
Hever saw raxabof her 1
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Too "high-hatted" 1
Thought I was in the way 1
I did not like his methods of 1
accomplishing thinga
Was not helpful to the students 1
Was indifferent 1
I was afraid of her 1
He was a fake 1
His attitude toward some students 1

Again the point of failure to become acquainted seems

to me to be a charge against the principal, for after all

the student can hardly be expected to push himself forward

into acquaintanceship, and I am inclined to believe that it

is not the nature of high school students to do so. The

second reason, though not less important, borders closely

upon the first and is equally a problem for the orincioal to

solve. Children find it practically impossible to seo the

adult viewpoint so the principal should endeaver to see the

students viewpoint.

TABLE LXXXVII. H | J5JSCT DID YCD L IKS MOST IN
THE (SHADES?

Boys
No response
Arithmetic
Geography
History
Reading
Spell ing
Art
Pennmanship
English

Girls
No response
English
Reading

2
21
5
5
3

2
2
1
1

3
14

13



Arithmetic
History
Spelling
Art
Geography
Physiology
PeRamanehip
Music

11
6
6
5
2
1
1
1

The liking for subjects in the grade school is perhaps

ft truer indication of the student's natural bent than any-

thing else. Assuming that this is true ire are more nearly

right in concluding that there is a situation in the senior

high school which needs some remedial measure. The old

traditional beliefs with respect to the likee and dislike*

of students for particular subjects seems to be rather well

borne out in this table.

TABLE LXXXVIII. aHT DID YOU LIKE THIS 30BJSCT MOST
IN THE GRADE SCHOOL?

Ho reason given 53
It was easy 23
It was interesting 11
Always making something new 1
It was where I shone above the rest 1
I liked the teacher 1
I did well in it 1
I made good marks 1
It was ore fun, I did not fcMJ to
work 1
Tun to work problem* 1
I li":ed to read stories 1

There seems to be but one -utstanding reason for the

student's liking the particular subject, naively that it

easy, a second reason, that it was interesting, very closely

allied. It is perhaps difficult to distinguish between the
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two although listed separately by the students. The minor

reasons could perhaps have been taore closely classified alter

a personal interview but this was out of the question,

TABLE LXXXDC. US THE GRABS SCHOOL TSfcCHER OJl Tfffi

«JBJ U LIK -T A MAS Ok ..A

IDIAH

>o

5
95

compared with Table XXXI lib we find that the pei^

centage of men is slightly less .than the percentage ot men

in the total number of grade teachers, but the difference is

negligible so far as furnishing any basis for conclusions.

TABLE XC. WHAT Hi

LB

S

I
P
*

IH THE SUBJECT Y
HUDE SCHOOL?

50
37
6

7lo mar* given

If this table reveals nothing else it certainly reveals

that if a student likes a subject the probability is that he

will melee good marks.

TABLE XCI. WHAT GRADE DID TCU LIKE MDST i?HILE YOB
IK THE GRADE SCHOOL?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S

4
3
9
1

21
34

J
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So response In

On the whole there seen© to be & gradual y increasing

liking for the grades as the student roved up the educational

ladder. It was to be expected that there would be a falling

off at the seventh and eighth grades because meet of the &i

danta ware city school students who attended the junior high

nafcool. Howsv | aw at loss to explain the gnat drop at

the fourth grade. It seems to ne there la a relationship

between the Using for the teacher and the liking for the

grade but no ntteapt hae been wade to work out this corre-

lation.

TABES' XCIt. «flf DID YOU 1MB THIS PARTXCBLAR tttaSt
MO T?

So reaaon given 33
Liked the teadher H
Bad noet fun then 18
Was the noet interesting 10
I felt superior 3
/as tho last gradn 2
I began to realize the value of
school 1
a greater variety of subjects 1
Was not herd 1
I .vent to private girl 'a school
©ten 1
I had to work for what I got 1

•us wan snail 1
we isoved to a new commait* and
everything was new "* 1
More things to do but work 1

Ihia table scans to substantiate the agra»*nt thp.t

tsaohsr haa a good deal to do with the liking of a



particular grade or that the grade has a good deal to do

with the liking of a tench* r.

TABLS XCIII. *AS W& TUOSLm Of 7»8 QRAOt YOU LWSD
BCcT A HAi Of) a HOBAB?

Km 9
In Ml 34

the percentage of nen in "ioatcd here le considerable

above the percentage of men in the total maker of grade

achool teachers, the respective peroentagee being 9.7£ end

5»r'. This difference le significant out I hnre found no

reasonable explanation for it,

TABLR XCIV. 1HAT &VRI6 BIS V

i

I

I

16

7Bo nark given

The aorta here are still a great deal above the av

•lit eoneehat than for the subject the student liked

ooet in the grade eohool which w>s to be expected for that

aerk renreeeate^ a acre ape sed pert than did the

table xcv. that ammm ns icd li1KB B08T IB THt

Boya
Ho response
Mathematics
History
General Science

3
11
8

6
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English 5
Manual Training 2
Frinting 2
Pennmanship 1
ivies 1

Music 1
Gtec hy 1
Vocational Agriculture 1

lirls
Mo response 8
English 13
Mathe tea tics 8
Glothing 7
History 6
Penn:sanship 5
Foods 3
Fhysiology 3
Latin 3
Spelling 3
Art 2
Music 2
Hygiene 1

Education 1
General Science 1
Civics 1

In this table a trend is noted away from the subjects

liked most in the grade school. The nost apparent of these

is the drop in the popularity of satbeartics. Another is

the quite pronounced preference of the girls for vocational

subjects.

TABLE XCVI. 1HY DID YOU LIKE THIS SUBJECT H08I IM
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL?

Mo reason 45
Liked teacher 19
laey 18
Interesting subject 6
Practical 2
Mads good narks 2
Something new 1
I plan to teach it 1



83

The reasons for liking the subject most were what one

might have expected and need no comment,

TABLE XCVII. WAS THE TSACHSR OF THE 8UBJ1X5T YOU
LIKED MOST II THE JUHIOR HIGH
SCHOOL A MAS OR A WOMAN?

Man 30

kmm &*

The number of men teachers was far greater in proportion

to the percentage of men in the total number of junior high

school teachers, the percentages being 21$ and 32> re-

spectively. This is significant but again I have no means

of accounting for it.

TABLE XCVIII. WHAT MARK DID YOU MAKE IH THS SUBJECT
YOU LIKSB MOST IH THE JUHIOR HIGH

3CHOOL7

I
G
1
P
T

40
41
9

4Ho mark given

A comparison with Table XC reveals a lower level of

narks than were made by these students in the grade school

in the subject they liked most. This may possibly be

accounted for by the increasing difficulty of the subjects

as the student moves up the educational ladder.

TABLE XCIX. «UT SUBJECT DID YOU LIKE MOST IS THE
SEHIOR HIQH 3GH00L?

Boy

8

Ho response
Physics

2
13



Mathematics 5
Mechanical Drawing 3
Constitution S
Vocational Agriculture 3
Typing 2
English 2
Chemistry 2
Printing 2
Penmanship 1
Utood Wort 1
Shorthand 1
History 1
Bookkeeping 1
Spanish 1
Sociology 1
MuBic 1

Girls
No response 5
English 18
Clothing 5
Mathematics 5
Sociology 4
Typing 4
Foods 3
Journal lea 3
History 3
Art 2
Bookkeeping 2
Home Living 1
Music 1
Spanish 1
Physics 1
French 1

bin 1
History 1
Physical "duoation 1
Botany 1

Significant changes are found in this table for among

the boys we find an increasing prominence of vocational sub-

jects. Mathematics, while in second plaoe, is a weak second.

.Vbout the only mesas I have of explaining this is that when

talking to a number of the boys abort the matter they eug-

gested that they saw little practical value of it in the



occupation they planned to follow. Otters suggested the

teachers as reasons for not wishing to take it, From another

source I happen to know that there was a great increase in

the enrollment for debate because of a dislike fo» certain

mathematics teacher. While none of the students answering

this interview mere in that group, it at least indicates a

tendency which seems to appear in this study. English re-

mains a first place choice with the girls.

TABLE C. <fHY DID YOU LIKE THIS SUBJECT MOST IX
THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL?

lo reason given 33
Interesting subject 39
Liked teacher 7
lasy 7
Practical 6
Something new 2
lasy teacher 1
Good teacher 1
Could understand it and ' -t it better than
others 1
Mads good marks 1
Learned a great deal 1

The only narked tendency ehosn here was that the students

apparently liked the subject for the sake of interest in it.

The teacher seemed to have little influence directly, but

perhaps the teacher in many cases was responsible for the

subject being interesting.

TABLE CI. WAS TH-5 TEACHER OF THI 30UECT TOU LH
MOST IN THE SENIOR HIGH L A MAN

OR A WOMAN?

TO—



This table seems to Indicate that the men are teaching

the subject liked test in far greater numbers than their per-

centage of the total number in the senior high school, the

percentages being 48$ and 384. This difference is signifi-

cant and especially when the fact is noted which I disclos

in checking back upon the likes of boys and girls separately.

The boys had men teachers in their favorite subjects in 32

cases and women teachers in 8 cases* The girls have men

teachers in 14 cases and women teachers in 44 cases* There

are perhaps a number of explanations for this, some of which

occur to me being that men might naturally teach the sub-

jects most liked by boys, women teaching those most liked

by girls; flM t the men teachers are better than the women

teachers in that they make the subject more interesting, ac

explanation which needs considerably more study before it

can bw safely accepted. It was also interesting to note

that the boys had men teachers in the subject they liked most

in more cases than the girls had women teachers, the per-*

centages being as follows, boysiad men teachers in BQ$ of the

cases, girls had women teachers in 70J0 of the cases. I think

this difference is grent enough to be significant but pp-ain

much more study along this particular line needs to be made.



8?

TABLE Oil. HUT MARK DI MAKE IB THE 80BJECT YOU
LIKZD 30 ST IS m SESlOR HIGH SCHOOL?

S 33
a 36
X 18

F 1
So mark given 10

Here are find the tendency revealed in Table XCVIII con-

timied for the marks made are soaswbat below those made in

the subject liked most in the junior high school. The n&ost

significant thing revealed here in my estimation 1that one

girl made a failing mark in the subject she liked most.

table cm, $ut subj-ct LIKE LEAST
GRADE SCHOOL?

IS IRS

Boys
i»o response 3
Reading 7
Spelling 7
English 5
Oeogr- y 5
Arithmetic 4
Music 3
History 1
Civics 1
Drawing 1

Girls
Ho response 15
Arithmetic 13
Geography 14
Spell ing 4

tory 3
Civics 2
Penmanship 3

ding 2
Physiology 3
Cooking and sewing 1



From this table it would seem that early in life boys

show an aversion for things relat d to English, for what is

treated under the caption of Snglish in the junior and senior

high school is largely what has groan out of reading, spell-

ing, and grammar or English of the grade school. The girls

•how a Quite decided aversion for mathematical nE-tcsrial.

TABLE CIV. DID YOU LIX2 TillS SUBJ3CT ] XI
THE GRADE SCHOOL?

Ho reason given 30
rd subject 27

Uninteresting 12
Could not understand it 7
Did not like it 6
I thought it useless 3
It x?as tiresome to do the same thing 1
over and over 1
Too many t to remember 1
Did not like the teacher 1
I failed in it 1
Teacher did not explain 1
Teacher was cranky 1
I was scared 1

From the reasons given in this table it would seem that

the grade school student is most baffled by the difficulty

of the problem facing him and that he therefore disliked

the subject. However, the fact that the subject ie un-

interesting plays a no small part.

TABLE CY. HAS TKTEACHER OF THE SUBJECT
LEA3T II THE GRADE SCHOOL A MAI OR A

kmm
6

73



The percentage of nien teachers of the subject liked

least was somewhat above ths percentage of men teachers In

the total number of gr»'?e school terchers represented, the

rcentage being T% and Q$ respectively. This differenc ,

an ay opinion, is not great enough to be ifieant.

TABLE CVI. f MARK D' \ MAKE IK Tfl UKJ? YOU
Llk i IH THE GRADE SCHOOL?

S

M
?
F

6
20
31
34
1
3So mark given

A comparison of this with Table XO shows that there

be eo«i sort of a relation between the marks made and liking

or disliking the subject, foe when the subject was liked the

arks ran ouch above the average while in this case the Barks

were almost exactly average,

TABLE 0VI1. WHAT GRADE DID YOU LIKE LEAST 3HIL2 YOU
WERE 18 THE GRADE SCHOOL?

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

8
8
12
23
11
19
6
3

15Bo response

A comparison of this with Table XCI reveals some in-

teresting information, first that while the fourth grade

was the one ranking hi t of those least liked it ranked



lowest among those liked most, but that the sixth grade rank-

ed highest in the grade liked roost, ranked second highest

in the grade liked least. It f>lso was interesting to note

that no very specific trend was found in the grade liked

least such as there was in the grade liked most.

TABLE CVIII. WHY DID YOU LIKE THIS GRADE LEAST WHILE
J WERE IM THE GRADE SCHOOL*

Bo reason given 21
Did not like the teacher 36
The hrrdest grade 5
Poor teacher 3
Mowed so often that year 4
Host uninteresting 4
I did not like to begin going to
school 3
I '^p.8 in a new piece 2
I was punished 2
I had to repeat the grade 1
lo fun at all 1
It was so different 1
I was "ornery" 1
Too many teachers 1
Did not like to be shut up in a
building all day 1
Too many examinations 1
?as not used to being with other

. 1 '

children
Did not like that school 1
Ten cher did not like me 1
My last year in that school 1

By far the most outstanding reason given was disliking

the teacher and it accounts for more than half of the cases

where any reason at all was given.

TABLE OIX. WAS THE TEACHER 0? THE ORADB TOU LIKED
LEAST A MAN OR A M0MAM7

Man 5
mmm 85



The difference from the percentage of men in the total

number is bo negligible in this case as to warrant no com-

WElt.

TABLE .

I

H
JP

T

WHAT MARK YOU MAO II TIES GRADE YUU
T Di THE GRADE SCHOOL?

41
11
1
6Mo Berk iriven

A comparison of this with Table XCIV again reveals a

relation between a -t 's likes or dislikes and the marks

he makes, Kowovor a comparison !?ith Table CVI and XC re-

veals that there is les3 difference in the marks made in the

des liked most and leaet than there is between the sub-

jects liked most and least. This may possibly be accounted

for by the more specialized nature of a subject as compared

with a grsde*

TABLE CXI. WHAT SUBJECT DID YOU LIKE LEAST WHILS H
THE JUSIOR HIGH SCHOOL?

Boys
Mo response
English
Geography
Mathematics
Latin
Manual training
History
Occupations

a
$|»iolog,

Ho response
Mathematics
History

3
15
8
7
4
3
2
1
1

3
16
6



Geography
Foods
Clothing

-siolo
Latin
General Science
Engl ish
rt

Civics
11 ing

6
6
5
4
4
3
2
1
1
1

These subjects found in this li^t, -nd in the order in

which we find thea was quite to be expected for the high

• k of clothing and foods in the cn.se of the girls. This

may possibly be explained in part by the information found

in Trble LXXIa.

TABLE CXII. ART DID TOO LI IS 3UBJECT LEAS? »HILS
IH SSOOM

lo reason given 24
Did not like teacher 24
Hard subject 16
Uninteresting subject 13
Could not understand it 6
Tor cher did not make it interesting 4
Useless to me 3
Too hard to remember date* 1
Could not remember vocabularies 1
Sarcastic teacher 1
Too much unnecessary material taught 1

This seems to hearken back to Table LXXII in reasons

given and seems to substantiate my opinion that either the

students expected rcore than ordinarily pleasant teachers or

these teachers must hsve been a particularly unpleasant lot.

TABLE CXIII. VA81S TEACHER OF TH2 SUBJECT YOU LIKED
IKAST IS THE JBKICR HIGH SCHOOL A HA! OR

A KHttffl

20
74



The percentage of men t' resented in this

table is within four tenths of one per cent of the number

of men in the total number of junior high school teachers

so there is no basis for any conclusions.

table cxur. m

s
6
M
p
F

) YOU liktt IH THE SUBJECT
LXXSS ii n

30U
. XOrll

3
13

31
4
3Mo »ark ?iven

Again the opinion seems supported that there is a

definite and positive relation between narks and the liking

of a subject or grade. In this ease the mark made fell

eomewhet below the average, a thing ^hlch hp.d not occurred

in any table noted so far in this study. However, this

seems to be in line with the general tendency of marks as

ne usove up the educational ladder and irrespective of what

we are measuring so long as the thing measured is comparable

in each case.

GX?. WHAT SUBJECT DID YOU LIKE LEAST IS TEE 8E8I0R
-<m school?

Boys
Ho response
2ngli3h
History
Mathematics
Latin
Physics
Sociology
Spanish

1
13
7
6
5
3
3
1



Constitution X

•

French 1
Botany 1
Typing 1
Economics 2

Girls
Ho resoonse 8
History 18
Mathematics 12

ysiC8 8
Latin 4
Constitution 3
Engl ish 2
Clothing 1
Physical /duration 1
French 1
Shorthand 1
Spanish 1
Sociology 1
Bookkeeping 1
Economics 1

When this table is collared with Table LXXIX we find

a quite striking similarity although in this case we find

th^t history plays a far more important part, indicating

perhaps, although without finality, that the dislike for the

subject is more a cause of the student disliking the teacher

than is a dislike for the teacher a cause for disliking the

subject. This is such bare evidence, however, that I am

merely suggesting that such might be a possibility.

TABLE CXYI. 1HT DID TOO LIKE THIS SUBJECT LEAS* IH
THE SIKIOR HIGH SCHOOL?

Ho reason given 21
Hard subject 26
Uninteresting 22
Did not like teacher 8
Could not understand it 8
Did not like to remember dates 1
Too many themes 1



Did not get anything out of it 1
Too much outside work 1

Do not hink it will help me later 1
It affords no social thoughts 1
No good at all 1

Too general 1

Poor teacher 1
No need for it 1
Teacher had to learn course with
students 1

From the evidence above it is very likely that the very

nature of the subject aa.de it disliked most althou^i in

quite a number of cases the teacher was blamed for it.

TABLE CXVII. WAS THE TEACHER OF THE SUBJECT YOU LIKSD
AST IS THE SENIOR ..IGB S.CHOOL A MAS

OH A ifOMAHT

Wm 39
tmm 57

In this case the nuiriber of men teachers oi f the subject

liked least was slightly greater than the percentage of men

in the total number of teachers in the senior high school.

the percentages being 40$ and 38$ respectively. It seem*

to me that this difference is hardly great enough to be

significant.

TABLE CXVIII. THAT 1ARK DID YOU KAKE fit THE SUBJECT
LIKSD LEAST IN TBI SENIOR HIGH

SCHOOL?

B 1
15
53

P 17
F 8
No mark given 2



The trend of marks for the subject \ liked least through

the school system seem* downward for the marks recorded above

rre somewhat lower than those found in Table CXIV.

TABLE CXIX. WHAT SUBJECT STB I IH THE JUHIOR HIGH
JKOGL DO YwU FSKL HAS BSEH THE na

VALUABLE TO YOU?

Boys
Ho response 4
Mathematics 13
English 8
General Science 4
History 3
Latin 2
Music 2
Vocational Agriculture 2
Printing 1
Civics 1
Spelling
Manual Training

1
1

Girls
Ho response 10
Engl ish 15
Mathematics 12
Peaaanship 6
Clothing 5
Ibods 3
Spelling 3
General Science 2
History 3
Civics 2
Latin 2
Art 1

One interesting fact to note here is that while such

8ubject8 as Mathematics and English h- ve been ranked as the

most disliked subjects in other tables the student rscognizes

them to be valuable to him. This does not hold true for

history however*

TABLE CXX. SHY DID YOU THIHK THIS »A3 THE MQ3*
VALUABLE SUBJECT STUDIES IH THE

JUBIOR HIGH 8CHOOL?



lo reason given 19
Use it every day 27
lade other subjects easier 19
feed it in my life work 7
Liked it 5
Developed my ability 4
I learned a great deal 3
Helps me make a living 2
Will help me later 2
I am taking it as a major course 2
Develops reasoning oower 1

lost students seemed to hsve derived a practical value

from their course, or at least that seemed to be the out-

standing value as the* saw it. If the other subjects which

they took in which these helped them were valuable subjects

then the study of these was valuable but if they in turn

simply kelp the student in some new subject which finally

gives no real value then I believe that we need 1» check up

very carefully on the subjects which the student takes.

TABLE CXXI. WHAT SUBJECT STUDIED II* TEE 1 HISH
SCHOOL DO YOU FEEL HAS 3EEH MOST

VALUABLE TO TCU?

Boys
Mo response 2
Physics 16
English 8
Mathematics 4
Bookkeeping 2
Vocat ional Agr icul ture 2
Constitution
Sociology
Auto Mechanics
Biology
Printing
Physiology
Chemistry



Girls

|

Ho response 6
English 19
Typing 10

eiology 4
ysics 4
A 3

Foods 3
French 2
House Llying 3
History 3
Mathematics 3
Latin 3
Clothing 1
Journalism 1
Bookkeeping 1

/sical ,;!dUG:'-ti;>n 1

The indication in this table seems to be along voca-

tional or practical lines although there :seems to be an

appreciation for the less tangible things in the choice of

English and sociology for example.

table cxxii. ihy do you delist* thu *JI eh
»ST FA! KAYS I X lii/Xi i

Ho reason given 21
Practical daily usa 27
Till ure it in ray life "fork 16
Everyone needs it 10
Brc a person's knowle&ft 9
I learned a great deal 5
Helps in other subjects 3
Helps se make a living 2
Explains so many things 1
Beginning to understand subject b stter 1
Teaches quickness and ability 1
Develops reasoning power 1

In this case, as in the junior high
i
school except to a

greater degree, the practical use and vocational aspects

stand out most clearly as reasons. It seems to show that



the high school student Is assuming a more serious and aa l

ure viewpoint and is I inning to consider his future vo-

cation very definitely.

TABLE CXXIII, 1 SUBJECT D II TBS J8MI0R
I y. rrlCOL tW FEEL HAS BEES
LEAST SORTHSHILE TO YOU?

Boys
No responre 6

7 7
i in 6
*1 ish 8

Manual Training 5
Mathematics 3
Oc ion* a

t *"' rv 3
nronship 2

Physiology 1
ivice 1

Oirle
No response U
Mathematics 10
Geography
Latin 8
History 7
Foods 4
General Science 3
Penmanship 3
H 2

culture 2
ology 1

Clothing 1

From the appearance of this table I am inclined to

think the curriculum in geography needs revision, unless

perhaps the fact discovered in Table LXXIa. concerning Hie

dislike for the geography teacher influencedI the students,

or becauaa their dislike for her Isras because she taught the

subject poorly.



At any rate, the information revealed in this table should

be sufficient grounds for investigating this situation more

carefully.

TABLE CXX.: . Wt DO YOU THINK THIS JUNIOR HIGH
J3JECT **g LEAST

WORTHiSHILE TO YOU?
i

Ho reason given 23
Never used it 34
Did not learn anything 13
Have forpr^ten it 9

I not like it 6
II nev--rr do me any good 3

Did not take eaougjh to do me any good 2
or teacher 1

Was a bore X
Do not intend to take any more 1
Learned more in other subjects 1
Did not pass 1

The practical nature of the student persists in crop*

ping nut for in thinking the subject least worthwhile he

thinks in terras of actually using it in his daily 1 if

Perhaps the second reason, thpt he did not leprn anything,

can be laid partial « door of the teacher, though of

course, not all the blame cm be plpced there.

TAILS CXXV. WAT SUBJECT STUDIED IH THE 3SJHI0R HIGH
L DO YvU FT: 3 BEES THEmm ;il" Tv. 10B1

Boys
Uo reeponae
History

f"in

ciolo
Mathematics

anish
Music
English

6
5
4
4
3
3

3
3



itution 2
ysios 2

Book' : ig 2
Botany 2
Mechanic.- 1 T)wring 2
r inting 1

Gi:

lo rep onse 12
14

natics 12
Physics 3

-in 5
Fo<~ 2

anish 2
ic 2

1
- x 1

: itution 1
:h 1

Bookkeeping 1
Clothing 1

The sublets \»ere so evenly balanced among the boys that

no could be drawn with respect to . Howev r,

with the jirls it appears that no tangibli3 vr.lues could be

seen in hi :tory, mathematics, or rsios and fro is ay obser-

vation of high scao~>l ;irls it is iay op in ion tr. ; 't this might

be e::^ect

TABLF T. IfflTDO i . UK TiIIS !3UBJ
IN 3110R HIGH SCHO. ;L A: THE

-THWHILE '

5o reason given 27
Will nevax u c it 19
I see no nractic fo r it 15
Did not leem anything 7
Hare forgotten all of it 4
Hrve n . 1 1 _ace 3

i not understand it 3
I not like it 2

Cannot rerentier it 2



Sot in ray line of work
Only a few need it
Do not use it
Do not use the sane Method elsewhere

3
1
1
1

From an observation of this table I am more than ever

inclined to believe that Hie high school student can see

little but the practical side of things or else that he la

so short-sighted that he can see no value in things beyond

the present or the immediate future,

TABLE CXXVII. WHAT SUBJECT OR SUBJECTS >?HICH TOO RATI
BEEI REHIRED TO TAKE IH THE JUNIOR
KIGBi SCHOOL DO TOU THIKX SHOULD
EOT BE REQUIRED OF EYTRYQEE?

Boy*
So response
Latin
Music
History

1 training
Mathematics
Occupations

Girls
Bo response
Mathematics
Geography
Latin
Foods
History
Penmanship
Agriculture
Clothing
Music
Physical Education

24
8
2
2
3
2
2

24
10
3
5
4
4
3
3
1
1

1

I era inclined to think that the student in this case

would eliminate the subjects which he did not like, although

essentially I agree with him that there is an over-eaphaaie

of certain subjects* This is siasply a personal opinion,



:, based in part on this study and observations durii

By own teaching experience.

TABLE CXXVIII. ^HT DO K.U THINK THIS SUBJECT OR TBS8I
LB HOT BE R OF
IS THE JIJHIOR HICK

SCHOOL?

Ho reason given
ibst people never use it
Ho value in life
Too easily forgotten
Unneccessary
Unimportant
Some people cannot learn it
Duplication of other teaching
Is of no use later
Has n< :;lped me
Hot everyone liked it
Can learn as much at home

11
25
5
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1

The practical mind of the student still remains upper-

est if the information in this table is to be believed for

most of the reasons given are of a very practical nature.

TABLE CXXIX, MAT SUBJECT OR SUBJECTS HHIGH YOU HATE
B"£K USD TO TAKE II THE BE:
HIGH SCHOOL Du \ , K JLD
HOT BE REHIRED OF IFERYOHE?

Boys
Ho responss
Mathematics
Physics
History
English
Spanish
French
PBysical Education
Physiology
Soonoraics
Constitution
Botany

Girls
Ho response

18
7
4
3
3
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

22



Mathea- tics
Physics
History
Constitution
Physical Question
Cooking

in
Bookkeeping

13
11
10
2
2
1
1
1

Naturally not all the subjects listed above are re-

quired of everyone although the individual student wiio gai

the subject in answer to this question may hrve had to take

it to satisfy sons major or minor requireisent. However, it

does seem to be apparent that many students resent hr.ving

to take math eras,tics and physics. It is my opinion that a

technique of teaching these on the level of the high school

student has not been entirely mastered and that If the sub-

jects were taught in a more practial way we would have less

objection to them. I am inclined to agree with ttie students

taat we do require some subjects which should not be re-

quired of ev ryone.

table (rax. mi do you believe this subject should
HOT BE REQUIRED OF STUY SEHIOR "IGH

SCHOOL STUDEBT?

Ho reason given 16
Many never need it 30
Many cannot master it 8
Good for only a few 4
Too much repetition of former
subjects taken 3
Hot important 3
Hot interesting to raany 1

The practical nature of the high school student



to be boundless fox every tirae he has opportunity to ex-

press it he does so. It nicy be that he is expressing a

rebellion against the r . ty of requirement which seems

to exist in our school system farcing aany a round peg

through a square hole. At the same time I am inclined to

think that at present our elective system la very liber- .

This may perhaps be a feeling growing out of a comparison

with the very rigid requirements of my own high school

experience. The expressions in this part of this study I

believe should cause us to give more careful attention to

the matter of requirements or perbape the method of teach-

ing M .?uired subjects.

table cxxxi. jbut sortsct on subjects mot how re-
) Or E?TTI UHIOR••**

BF; M^RMMI C-F P r
;
:

JLD

Mo response
Latin
Mathematics
Penmanship
General Science
Civics

1 13dmeation

11 ing
Sir!s
Mo resrwjnse

ip
^in
empties

neral Science
gllsh

Civics

30
3
2
3
1
1
1
1
1

47
6
4
2
2
1
1



From the indication of this table raost of the students

are quite content that there shall bo no subjects added to

the junior high school curriculum, A comparison of this

with the tables showing the subject;? -hich they would

eliminate show on the whole a quite conservative attitude

and one which seems to be not so different from the edu-

cational philosophy prevalent at the present time.

TABLE CXXX II. mi DID
BB RW<

Ho reason given
Hecessary in nvorything
Aids in other subject
Very practical
Good for poor -?ritere
Too many pcor ?s

Tn?lns the mind
Meed it later

\ T - T* (W TT «lf MMWu
JJLD

1
9
6
6
3
1
1
1

That everything should be practical sp roadies being

an obsession with high school students if one is to give

credence to the information supplied in these tables and I

am at loss to explain it.

TABLS CXXXIII. WHAT SUBJECT OH 88SJECT8 NOT NOW RE-
QUIRED
HIOH SCHOOL DO Yull TH ,D BE

REcpXRED OS

Boys
lo response

'7

Physics
Senior English
Business La?
Public Soeaking
Typing
Kafhenatics

25
4
4
3
2
1
1

1



Biology 1
Chemistry 1
Girls
So response 40
Senior English 9
Home Living (For Girls) 5
Sociology 3
A forfirm language 3
Mathematics 1

ic 1
Fhysiolo 1

The result of this table is the first indicate array

from the purely practical subjects and over to the more in-

fo rcaational and appreciation subjects.

TiBLS CXXXI. *SHY DO TOU THIHK THIS SUBJECT SHOULD
BI D OF SV -BYOIS IK TH1

3EMI0R HIGft SCHOOL?

lo reason given 5
Everybody needs it 14
Pr?ctical 3
Beneficial 3
Meed to know life 's proble*»
Does you core gaod 2
Have to hrve it for college 1
Lecira more then than any other time 1
Interests you in other countries
and people 1
Makes you bale to converse with oth r 1
people better
Mu rn to reduce crime 1
All 04B never be learned 1
Good for Kind 1
Will ma!:e better homes 1
Develops leadership 1
Country would be improved by it 1
Cannot get too isuch of it 1

Except for the fact that everybody needs that particu-

lar subject, in the estimation of the student, the reasons

are so varied that one can scarcely discuss them arith any



degree of r

TABLf ?XXT7. DO YOU TKlHK IT WOULD BE BETTHR. SOT TO
JUBJSGTS US THE

:IuH SCHOOL AT ALL*

So response

12
90
3

The obove table aeeisa to indicate that the high school

student, alth nj^i not exactly frtisfied with the curriculiui

»* , is by a» aeane a radical on the subject to the

extent tj-.rt ho wishes to do my eitfc all rehired subjects.

TABLE CXXXTI. K JT JOULD B^ §X9T81 TO ED
* ^.LL H IH

THIS SESIOR HT j&. TOAT
A30I BO TOO SIVE FDR ITT

Planning life's :?ork and should
be alio oe 3
Student knows what he wants better
than does the school g
ires the student opportunity to

specialise S
10pie ^ill neve* use re-

quired subjects 2
Major and i^inor is best plan 1
Develops sense of responsibility 1

id be allowed to take vocational
work in any field 1

anile the nuafeer of people who believed that required

subjects sho ad be done away with entirely the reasons given

by these few sees to be quite sound and logical, and pro-

bably would lr for the who believed this. On the other

hand it mi t t be, for these persons rai^it possibly be

the ones who needed to take certain required subjects acre
than anyone else.



TABLE CXXXVII. IF YG2 00 TBIttK THAT ?H9l£ 88002.0 BS
rSIS 1HS 3S3SI

30?

Students ws

Certain subjects arc fiflawwufy
^uld n-t take ti ^ertewt
Student a would not
balanced course)

Id be a greet taany uceleae
courses 1

Students do not know nhat they wont
ao e?rly in life
Isuld bring about a oor eohool

3
44
19
7

S

3

3
3

Apparently the high sehool etudent has little frith in

alasslf for he beli in orer S<$ of the eases, that the

?ould ;>lek the assy courses* and I presume that he

ia at leaat partly correct in his aasuaptim. I think that

on the whole the students h»ve presented sobs* very^alld

objections to fctwiag ill el Ject3 in the senior hi

school.

TABLS C9LXXVIXI. DO 3 M If fQ LO B£ *3TTi5K 3D
KAVK ft.

H QHLT, ffXlB TH

in
No
Ho WHMMMM 10

Here the opinion seeits to bs in fnvor of raore liborslity

than is at present accorded although this may hardly bs a

fair etsteaent either for in all probabilities if the re-



quired subjects la the truth -n& eleventh ga only

there would be inorc of tl I th,- t tirse, If this were true

the difference wo'ld be siinply that the senior in hi

school would have more freedom. Be that as it may, nsost of

the students f I such a scheme,

TABL3 CXXXIX. IF YOU EEL I AT THE RSfSTrCD SDB-
JFIOT : in T. ;IH AKD
EI H (MASKS OHLY. 7ITH 1HB
SEHI J? EHTIRSLY ELECTIVE,
WHAT CAN YOU 3ITS

FOR IT?

Lven
:t time what he wants

gs for life vr-rk

Wo reason
Snows
Want to pick tl

when a senior
1 take re~

quirec" in senior ye
living better

Lor y ^sier
14 like school b~tt?r if
->we<3 choice

r needs niore time for social
affairs

it does not know what he wants
in etrller yeare

8
37

3
3
2

2

1

4.

The students believe that by the tirae they beooiat

seniors that they should be given credit for having judgment

enough to -ick their own subjects. I am inclined to agree

with them, but I doubt that some of them considered that

there woul bl y only be more required subjects in the

lier ye- rs«



TABLE CXXXX, IF TOO DO HOT JBlHX THAT THX REQUIRED
SUBJECT :£E IN THE TEH1H
HP lUraHfl • - . ; I TrI NO is*

IBXfl SUB. IH THS S^MIOH
year at all, why do you think

Sot?

lo reason given 13
Tendency for student* to pick
easy subjects this way 5
Certain subjects necessary 4
Students would not take what they need 3
Could not take all required subjects
in two yenrs 3
Too monotonous in tenth and eleventh
Sades 1

gat to elect just a few 1
Should be no radical change in senior
year 1
Senior should be no more privileged
than the others 1
Would overburden the tenth and eleventh
fears 1
Should be one required subject in
senior year 1
Satisfactory system now 1
Seed a whole unified course 1

While some of these reasons might be directed against

some other plans a fee? of them are valid reasons and show

that the students are thinking straight on the matter,

TABLE CXXXXX. DO YOU THINK IT SGJ LD BE BETTER FOR
OH TO HATE ALL SUBJECTS

REQUIRED, IF THEY WERE OUTLMSB
FOR HIS PARTICULAR PURPOSE
SUCH A$;J JEERING,
PRS-JOURiiALI 3*» VOCA-
TIONAL AGRICULO
VOCATIONAL K02SE-
HAKIHG, ETC.?

Yes
No
Ho response

46
49
10



On this question there seems to be quite an even divi-

sion of opinion sad any conclusion to this oust be made

following the next two tables in which the reasons are gii

TABLE CXXXXII. IF YOU TRIM A SPECIFICALLY PLANNED
C UR3E FOR SACK ) GROUP OF 00-

r. AND THAT
BACH D BS RE;*JIREB SUCH
A 3S. WHY 130 YOU BE-

IEVS SO?

So reason given 14
Tould give better training 15
Can get the things most needed then 9
Student should have hie goal in mind 3
lould be best means to get people to
take course best suited to their needs 2
ftould save time 2
If vocation is chosen he could specialise 3

In almost every ease «*• student recognised the need for

specialization and gave reasons Man hinged upon it. It

seem to me that on the whole the students are thinking

straight on .the matter of the right kind of training for

and recognize this as a possible means of secui

it.

TABLE CXKXXIII. IF Y)U 130 MOT THINK SPECIALIZED COUi
AIMING AT PAP F OC-
CUPATIONS SH g© AND THE
STODSST BE REHIRED TO FOLLOW A PAR*
TICULAR ONE, SHY DO YOU TAKE THIS

iTANDT

No reason given 10
"tudeat might want to change course 14
Vtold cauee over-specialization 11
Students do not know wh?tt they want to
do so early 6
Needs of the Individual too varied for

a plan 2



Let people take wl like 3
Should get general education firs* 1
lould get no pleasure out of such *
course 1
Too compulsory 1
Just do not like the plan 1

These students recognize that there is a danger in over-

specialization and also thst r-t such aft early time in life a

very few hoys and girls have decided definitely upon their

future vocations that they can begin training for them at

this tiire. The reasons given are valid enough l sad should

cause educators to hesitate a moment before advocating such

a plan.

TABLE CXXXXIV. Q8 TOAf SfflMECT IS THE SMKJR EIGH
3C X) TOD SPHSD THi HOST TOOL

. t fxn if
TABS* BEFORE THIS YEAR?

Boys
English 12
Sociology 7
Hataematics 7
History 6
Ghemictry 3
Latin 1
Typing
Vocational Agriculture

1
1

Bookkeeping 1
Debate 1
Shorthand l
Physics 1

Girls
Ho response 5
History 12
Matheaetics 10
Shorthand 7
Latin 6
English 5
Journal ism 4



Sociology
Constitution
Typing
Physics
Bookkeeping
Hoae Living
Art

4
3
2
3
1
1
1

There seems to he little relation between tiiae spent

on the subject and liking or disliking it, beyond ^glish for

boys, Rnd history and mathematics for t&e girls. In these

eases it seems to be a positive correlation between disliking

the subject and length of time spent studying it. The

difficulty of the subject may have a great deal of bearing

on it.

TABLE CXXXXV. KBIT J£A»E DID YOU MAKE 18 THE SUBJECT OH
THIGH YOU SP2ST THE HOST TIMET

S
a
m

t

16
24
53
4
2
1So nark given

From the appearance of this table there mast be a pos-

itive relation between the time spent on the subject and the

ark Made in that subject for on the whole the marks were

decidedly above the average although there were a few low

marks.

CXXXXV I.

Boys

3

f MOCK TIKE DO YOU 3PEHD IN STUDY
T IDE OF L EVERY DAY Oil A3
^RA<JE?

Hours Minutes
Hone Sone



S 15
12 30
6 45
3 1 00
6 1 30
2 2 00
1 Over two hours

<}irl»

2 15
1 30
9 45

10 1 00
11 1 30
6 3 00

If 3 00
4 Over two hours

Xt appears from this table that the girls put in a

great dsal more time studying than the boys do. The result

is that on the whole th la make higher marks, than boys.

The average amount of ti.se spent in study outside of school

was 65 minutes. For the girls this average reached almost

80 minutes but for the b-^ye it drooped to 45 minutes. This

say be explained in oart by the fact that ftie boyr sany

mors extra-currioul^r activities to occupy their time and

that many of them worked outside of school as wage earners.

TABiX CXXXXVI. ARE TGU EmtfTSB* FOR PAY)OUTSIDE OF
"TOOL?

Boys
Tee 25
Uo 17

Girle
Yes 9
*° 54

This table helps to explain why the girls spend so such

more time in otudy than do the boys* The very fact that so



many of the boys are employed keeps them from cutting so

Mil time in study.

TABLK (RXXXYIII. IF YOU ARF ?X

Boys
Odd jobs
Cl?rk
Theatre
Orchestra
Delivery work

tel work
Beker
Bus driver
Paper route
Ho«*pital he
Sadietor work
Hashing dishes
Mechanic

Fern work
Oirls

Store clerk
Odd jobs

•a©grapher
Saitr^es
ifursing

"or children

at what do too
:.k?

4
4
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3
3
1
1
1
1

This table seems to show that our boys are not too

proud to <sork at almost any occupation that is honest work

for many very menial tasks are represented here. It may be

that they §MI g»>t no better positions, but even so the boys

seem quite willing to accept such positions rather than noth-

ing. On the psrt of the girls so few occupations are re-

presented th?t it is almost impossible to come to any con-

clusion. However, one of two things may account for the



Ill

small nuafoer of girls who are employed. They may not be

willing to work at menial tasks or there may be fewer posi-

tions open to girls. Other factors which may enter into

the situation, although I believe, they are of minor i

portance, such as task of tins, parents not wanting them to

work, and not needing any money - cove their allowance.

TABLE CXXXXIX. IF YOU ARE VM K WS9 WCB TIME DO
TOO SPUD AT IT DAILY?

3oys

12
3
5

Girls
1
4

2
1
1

Hours
1
2
3
4
5
8

1
3
3
4
5
8

From an analysis of this table we find that of the girls

who work the average amount of time which each spends daily

is 3 hours and 20 minutes, while the awerage time spent by

each boys is 2 hours and 20 minutes, while thr - time

spent for girls is more. For purpose of comparison of the

time spent out of school on study ands>rk we shall awerage

all the tima spent on e^ch aisong all the students of each

sex. In the case of the girls it was 1 hour and 47 minutes,

and In the esse of the boys it was 2 hours and 6 minutes.



This throws a light upon the reason for the
|

-

girls making

higher rcrr -n the boys, for if e ch puts in aore tins

on an **erage in -tudy and less outside altogether then if

all other frctors are equal the girl 8 should aaake be tter

arks. One other factor to be <3onsidered |i the tins spent

on extra-curricular Dctiviti a factor with afed we will

deal in Table CXC,

WHAT TOTTR LlffETABLE £35. WHAT 13 ?~~nf IDEA OF
^SMHL WU> iJfc f

Boys
\ not know 5

"agin- 5
Aviator 5
Doctor 3
Electrical Engineer 3
Trinter 3

ct 2
eh 2

Business laan 2
Kech- l Sngineer
ffetasa 3
Sfeil carrier 1
Merchant 1
Salesijork 1

1
Attorney 1
b- sftsm 1
Musician 1
Civi: 1

Girls
Do not know 14
Teacher 16

^no^r: 8
Bookie 5
fttl 3
Journalist 3
Interior decor? to t 2
usewife 2

Clothing designer 2



Yriter
tician

U telsfl
Librnripn
Lawyer
Architectural Engineer
Aviatrix

1
1
1
1
1
1

The plans for the future seea to be well distributed

over a large muabr of occupation. It may see, certain

of the occu ,s listed rbove are duplic ti ns but doubt-

less there axe shades of d m as great at would be

found in any oonpilation of occupations.

TABLE CLI. DO Y L /ILL BELT YuU II
ths occ- :; Men ycu thihs w* that

too will mint
Yes
Ko

80
6

I preeurae ttoat nost p-rsong would think that the answer

to this question would be obvious, but the fact that 6 stu-

dents lid not tMnk their high school UtoDlltuM would help

them indicates th-t it was not. $hen this question was asked

it was thought thrt the student who did not think high school

would help him would be eoaewhat dissatisfied with it and

have an anti-attitude toward it. A careful examination of

the group interview of these students did not reveal this to

be the case however.



TABL2 CLII. DO TOOH PAREST8 JR REPORT CARDS
"?•

•(a). When yjur marks are gaod? (b). -fhen your marks
are bad? (c). Regardless of your nsarks?

Boya

b I
c 27
HeT;x 5
Sometimes 3

Girls
a
b 8
e 53
lewer
Sometime* 3

From the indications in this table it would seem that

parents are less inclined to talk to boys about report cards

than to girls about them. It may be thet the boys are un-

billing or reticent about the matter themselves* Some

further f^cts concerning the reticence of boys will be round

in Tables CLIII, OLXEC, and CLXX.

TABLS CLII I. ROW QttVX DO YOUR PASSETS TALK OTOm
SCHOOL ITORI VITK Y,U?

Boys
Wever |

Daily 7
Alternate days 4
Seal-weekly 10
Monthly 10
Once a year 3

Girls
Iev?T 9
^ily 30
Alternate days 6
Semi-weekly 14
Monthly 13



Once a year 1

This table seams to in He t'? a smaller fr->quenoy of

tifaes wnieh the boys disc-.- tb their rent* than

w« find for the girls. Batleal craculrtion

od on the the

boys discus;? •a during

foM t; is.

I ifonder, ->
'

id in

the educ oi their

tor neticence on the

rt of the b ys aft was suggested In the d i of Table

II?

E CLIV. \1 of
.

Ho reopens© 45
I

•- 6
freahaaa Sneak 6

i 5
Snd of schools 4
Maki :'8 4

4
"' -*y 3

Parties 3
3

Go n 3lrl .eserve trip to Estes
Park 2

'

a
)0l l

Go in,? or i
Heoeivin i
A tr-ck meet i

sing a poetry contest i
Learning thst I h^d talent in English i
Winning a tyoing contest

iVacation



Girls ' athletic season 1
Junior-Senior banquet 1

Work for teachers sho appreciate it 1
Freshman initiation 1

Sleeted editor of school publication 1
Winning scholarship medals 1

Physical education exhibition 1
Music contest 1
Hanging Bay baskets 1
Fresfasan Carnival 1

When my charcoal sketch was sent to
the exhibition gallery *

The things which constituted the happiest events of the

school career were many and varied in kind. However, a care-

ful study of them indicates that school parties and related

events were the most frequent, irith school conteats or winn-

ing some honor second. After these two general class*ss are

eliminated there are very few things left.

TABLE CLV. WHAT HAS BSEH TRS MOST UIHAPPT snif or Y
SCHOOL CAHSSRT

Ho response 59
fhen I failed 9
Changing schools 5
Beginning of school 3
Absence due to illness 3
Being punished for Freshman Sneak 2
Worked for something and failed to get it 3
Disagreemsnt with iay superiors 2
Sot to take music this year 1
Death of father 1
Could not go to contest 1
Called to office of the principal 1
tudying 1

Accused falsely of cheating 1
Attending rural school for two years 1
Oral reports before the olass 1
One of the plays 1
Taking county examinations 1
When forced to resign Girl Reserve
presidency 1



When my work was unsatisfactory 1
Being downtrodden by superiors 1
Being defeated for class office 1

r Being turned dovni for rifle club 1
because of height
Kissing scholarship letter by a

in 1
faking hard subjects 1
Having scarlet fever during December 1
(Jetting an incomplete 1
Ifeen my teacher died 1

The events given here were more widely distributed then

in the preceding table and fewer large groups. The most

predominant here was the matter of low or : ling marks.

It may not or it may be si^iificant that whereas 45 did R

respond in Table C11V while 59 did not respond in this table.

At any rate, it may indicate that the students have more

happy than unhappy events in their school careers that stand

oul; in their memories.

TABLE CLTfl. *HAT FEATURE OF THE GRASS 80ROQL DID YOU
LIKE MDSTT

80 response 33
Recess u

fPrograms
Hoi idays 4
Plays 3
Parties 3
Reeding hour 3
Rawing only one teacher
Graduation 3
Lunch time 3
Class picnics 3
Their plan of work 3
Playground 3
Music class 3
All classes in same room 1
Could do all our work in school time 1



Painting 1
Friday afternoon contests 1
Afternoons 1
tuiying 1

Arithmetic matches 1
Athletic contests 1
Lining up to march in 1
large cafeteria 1
Arrangement of the day 1
Opex tt 1
May day pro gran 1

The liking of recess most o f anything in the grade school

by the student seems to me to be quite natural
i
for up to this

time he has been quite free and the rigidity c>f the class-

room would make him yearn for recess period and appreciate it

most. It should be a basis f which school people could

build an educational program in the play period of the fact

brought out in this table, if it is universally true.

TABLE CLVII. T,©A? FEATURE OF THE JUS- HIGH SOSOuL
DID TOU LIKE MOST?

Ho response 52
Assembly 15
Elective subjects 5
rudy Halle 4

Home room 4
Physical education 3
Wien I graduated 3
Short school day 3
Glee club 2
Building 2
Intra-murals 2
ftisio contest 1
Swimming pool (Hot in Manhattan) 1
Class fjlay 1
Penmanship 1
Good prinoipa? 1

rict teachers 1

xty-minute classes 1



•

Freshman Sneak 1
Music 1
To rial Agriculture 1
Going tr from classes 1

The evidence given here indicates a possible means fox

some good educational work, namely through the assembly. It

night possibly be, hoi»evor, if the educational feature wars

stressed too much that assembly might not be so well liked.

There seem to be ther outstanding choices o f the students

in the junior high school.

TABLE CLVIII. IBAf FEATURE Of Ti BXDR HIGH SCHOOL
9 TOO LIKE MOOT 7

Ho responss 41
Aseewbly 12
Athletics 8
Physical education 5
Girl Reserves 5
Junior-Senior banquet 4
Activities 3

amp. tics 3
oo1 spirit 3

Games, plays* etc. 2

ing 3
Having different teachers 2
Short school day 2
lectlve subjects 2
Looking forward to commencement 2
Moon hour 1
Store like college 1
School as a whole 1
Swimming pool (Hot in £5anh; ttan) 1
Blue M 1

ion 1
3snior-Junior 1
The teachers 1
Activity period 1



la this instance the assembly period again stands out

the aiost rtant single item, with athletics punning a fair-

ly close second, v.nd rurpassing it if r?e consider physical

••cation vith athletics. The features are so varied that

one can hardly come to any conclusion with respect to the

high school si fcitude except that the things he

likes saoct are nut very clo ely connected with his subjects

but rather the so-called side issues of education or the

extrc-aurriculox activities,

TABLE CLIX, TdAT FEATURE OF THE ORADS 80SQ0L DID I
LIKE Li!AST?

lo resrxmse
Too long hours
Saws rooa all day
Arithmetic classes
writing period
Cranky te ehers
"xp in^ti ns
Lining up asd arching in

ying in after school
Asses&ly
Failifcg
Kot enough to study

~fbre the class
ending on the floor to learn a

poe»
subjects being coffpulsory

studying
The seats
Going to the office
Long school ^aj
Too fax from hoas

1 3nt recesses
History period
The old stairs

55
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1



Spelling
Hegroee could attend
Required to take cooking and sewing
Health period
Recesses not long enough
From last recess till dismissal
End of six weeks
Opening exercises
Too small a playground

1
1

If one is to accept the first item of no responses as

an indication, again it would appear that the students liked

grade school more than they disliked it for the item mention-

ed is larg-r in this table than it is in Table CLVI. The

chief objections seem to group themselves around the mono'

ous and compulsory nature of the grade school.

TABLE CLX. WHAT FSATBRK OF THE JOHIOR HIGH SCHOOL DID
TOU LIKE LEAST?

So response
Home room
SeTenth hour
Latin being required
Long hours
Assembly
Orchestra
Pupil conduct
Principal
Being sent to the office
Lecture
Semester quizes
Too many hours
Chorus
lo recreation
Bad grades
Having different teachers
Algebra
Puritanical teachers
The teachers
End of six weeks» good ploce to keep books

10



Because the ninth grade was not
considered senior high school
Could not talk in halls

1
1

Two things stand out in this table worthy of note, one

that in comparison with Table CLVII there were more cases

where no response was given, hich may indie te a greater

like than dislike for the teachers of the junior high school;

the other thing being the high rank of the home rooa in cas<

where any responses were given at all. This might warrant a

eareful study of the problem and the application of remedial

measures or the abandonment of this feature.

TABLE CLXI. WHAT FEATURES OP THE 8HHIQR HIGH SCHOOL
DID YOU LIKE LKA3T?

Ho response 55
Home room 20

th hour 5
Long periods 4
Physics being required 1
lo activity period 1

1
Fhysical eduoption 1
Sasual training shop 1
tudy period during Girl Reserve

period 1
Being sent to the office 1
The seats 1
Hot enough social life 1
Class distinction 1

1The whole thing
k of school spirit 1

living to he-re majors and minors 1
Examinations 1
Drinking fountains 1
Too many people in it (Hot Manhattan) 1
Hot h-ving a swimming pool 1
lew grading syr tern 1
Geometry 1



Activity period (Hot Manhattan)
Low graces

1
1

The number of no responses exceeds thnt of Table CLYIII,

which is in line with what we h^ve learned pbout the grade

and junior high schools. In the case of the senior high

school the antipathy toward the home room seems to have in-

creased over that in the junior high school. From the re-

sults of this table and my personal observation in the school

I am of the opinion that either tiie home room should be

abandoned or some use should be made of it which the stu-

dents will appreciate and find valuable. Certainly they do

not have that feeling at present*

In the answers recorded in Tables CLI7 to CLXI, inc-

lusive, I found that the students had difficulty in dis-

cerning between events, features, and just things which

happened to be liked with school. This is apparent when

one considers the items carefully recorded in thess tables,

I do not believe, however, that this materially affects the

results or conclusions drawn for in most cases there was no

conclusion of terms.

TABLE CLXI I. TO ,'JID HOW MSI TEACHERS |Atl YOU FELT
ABORT?*

•Answers are recorded by the reasons for being angry at
the teacher.

Harks
Te cher was ill-tempered
Being sarcastic

37
12
9



Accusing ae unjustly 7
Showing favoritism 6
AMtfRtAg nmilUHITJ KUlE 6
Edbarascing me before the class 6
Giving too severs ouniehsaent 5
Taking offense at little thing© 5
Incoapetent 4
Unfairness 4
Prejudiced 3
Making ne attend sixth hour frequent-
ly 3
Over bearing 3
Unreasonable 3
Inconsiderate 3
Prying ! affairs 2
Overbearing
Sot providing a study period

2
2

Hard-boiled 1
ing 1

Unwillingness to explain 1
Sending h» to office 1
Her foolish sayings 1
Her Ignorance 1

In raost cases the reasons for being angry at the teacher

is due either to ra^rks or to a case of ill-tesp<»r and re-

lated ilia of either the student or teacher. Just where nost

of the blaae can be placed, is difficult to det<^rraine, each

b&bly trying to shift the blase to the other*

TABLE CLXIII. HOW MAITr GRADE L TEACHERS HAVI
VIGTSD TOUR HOKE?

Hunker of te.-chers Huraber of cases of
visting each

Bone 18
1 16
2 18
3
4 15
5 5
6 17



7
8

1
4

A aathsaaticnl 'calculation of the number of times which

the teacher visited the homes of the students while in the

grade school was 311 or an average of slightly less than 3

times during the grade school life of the student. Based

upon the total number of grade sohool teachers in Table

XXXIIIb which was 539 we find that only slightly more than

half of the grade school te- chers visited the homes. This

could indicate that if more visiting took place an improved

relation might be made to exist between the home and the

school.

TABLE CLXIV, WUT GRADE OR GRADES DID THE TSACHER3
TEACH W D YOUR HOK*?

Gr?de of teacher
Kindergarten
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
S

Tir.es visited
1

51
45
48
51
47
50
10
8

The indi is in the above table are that in no one

grade did the teachers seerr to prefer to visit the students,

nor were the teachers of any one grade perticularly outstand-

ing in this respect. One could naturally expect the seventh

and eighth grades to drop very low because most of the stu-

dents attended the junior high school rather than the rural



school.

TABLE CLXV. HOW MAST JIEIIC

Hunter of teachers
visiting

Rone
1
3
3
4
5

ilOR SCHOOL TSAGH8RS
m ROMBt

Humber of cases
of each

76
14
5
5
3
1

fro* the above table it is v ry apprrsnt that the junio:

hi$i school teachers sere not much given to visiting the hoi

of the students. There are bo many factors operating to keep

the junior high school teacher from visiting the hones that

it is to be expected that the masker of visits would be low,

but evsn so it is ssy o inion that the nuatoer should be great*

than 60 visits which when set against the information in

Table XL I showing a total of 849 junior high school teachers

shows that only about one teacher in sixteen visits the hoi

of her students. This ratio is perhaps too unfavorable for

it waist be considered that the student has acre than one

junior high school teach r. Nevertheless there is opporunity

for to roveaent. It might have beenagood thing to have found

out how many of the parents virffced the junior hi#* school

but before this occurred to me it was too Into to secure the

information.



TABLE CLXYI. WHAT ID THE JUSIOR
ISR TSACB WHO VISITS*

YOUR i

'.
:. <

-lish
Mathematics
History

ic
Foods
Physical education
Civics
Principal
Geography

1 - rrioulture
Cloth i

Latin
^logy

Isnual training
Art
General se
Penmanship
Spelling

14
11
6
5
4
3
2
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

From fixe above data it would appear that the English

and naitiefflatios teachers were the ones who visited most, but

this must be qualified from the student probably had more of

1&ee« 1fean any other teachers. The number of teaohars who

visited froo the Junior high school wr>s so small that the

Information in this table is too inadequate for any conclusion.

TABLE OLXVII. BOW «A»Y SKKIOR HIQH SCHOOL TSA0HB18
HAVE VISIT

Humber of teachers
visiting

One
1
2
3
4
5

Number of cases
of each

73
14
7
a
1
3



In the senior high school we find the situation almost

as sane when it corues to the total number of teachers who

visited horrwa for the nunb^r in the senior high school was

66 out of tdtel of 1044, which would indicate one teacher

out of ev«ry sixteen visited the homes. This ratio being

about the same of that in the junior high school it r-uts ihe

teachers in both schools in a place where they can ill af-

ford to boast of their records. The sane situation obtains

in the senior high sch I in the junior high school ^ith

respect to the nurrb^r njects so no accurate conclue

can be dra? .

TABLE CLXTIII. WHAT SUBJECT DID YOU STUDY UBDER THX
HER WHO

Bh
story

Sathem? tics
Vocati Agriculture
Physical education

Clothing
•tsic
Typing
Agriculture
Latin
Constitution
Boolckeening
Art

11
e fo is

Biology
7

Spanish
Fhysi
Journal ism

19
10
4
4
3
3
2
3
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1



ors
1
4

W&ile the range of subjects in the senior high school

among the teachers who visited the homes is wide the pre-

ponderance of tog! ish teachers is significant in spite of the

student usually taking two or more years of English and thus

being under more English teachers* The preponderance in

vor of history is not great enough to be significant in

my estimation. Agate we note a chance for improvement, but

it is my experience thet so long as we have the aanunt of

other work to do visiting to any appreciable degree is im-

possible.

TABLE CLXIX. DO YOG EVER HAV
WOULD MIE TO
BBS. BUT RSFRAH 1

C-

<m TSAOB-

Tes
to

THERE IS A LACK OF STAU
PATH? OR INTEREST OH THE PART 0* THE

TEACH

S3
73

While the number who feel free to talk personal matters

over with th :ers is by far the greater, it Is my

ooinion that 3C# is too l';rge a percentage of the student

body thst feels the teachers are unsympathetic. This - r-

centage may not be exactly accurate for it cay be that a

part of this nursb r never had personal matters they wished

to discuss with anyone.



TABLS CLXX. DO YOU I¥ER DISCUS3 :h
bu Btouursi TOO ?TSL THAT XAKS

HPATHE.- TH
'

•

Boys
Tea 11
Ho 31
rls
t 21
?:o 42

In the preceding table there was no .gnifleant dlff-

erence between the br>ys and the girls. In this table, how-

ever,
,
the data seeras to icate that the boys are lass in-

clined to diecuss personal affairs with teachers and seek

their council, for only ~-ut one-third of them did so while

half of the girls did so- This aora*»aat substantiates the

data in Tables CLII and CLIII.

TABLE CLXX I* f|£> 1 '.CKSftS WITH WHOM YOU Die.-

SO TOUH FSaSOSAL MATTE

Te- ".severe 17
-\y 13

E" >n 9
Knittle 6
Casapbell 6
Baiter 5
Johnston 4

otita 4
Chestnut 3
Larson 3
Killer 3

.-by 2
Emery 2

er 2
2

Smum 2
Duncan 1
Litt: 1
Staith 1



Derapsey 1
Hill 1
Zipse 1
Blanchard 1
Petty 1
Dunlap 1
Hoerner 1

Prom the indications In thia table Miss Socolofsky waa

the one teacher who waa the most outstanding in securing the

confidence and faith of the students. The students dis-

tributed their choices out pretty well over the faculty,

however, for very few of the teachers are noii represented

in this table. It seems to me from this table that the stu-

dent boftp of the Manhattan Senior High School • a good deal

of faith and appreciation of the teachers who associate with

them.

TABLE CLXXII. WHAT SUBJECTS OR (HADES HAVE YOU ETA
REPSATED E S OF FAILURE?

In 52
Mathematics 19
English 10
Grade one 8
Grade six 3
Grade two 3
History 3
Geography 3
Grade five 3
Sociology 1
Grade seven 1
Constitution 1
Typing 1

It would appear from this table that the student bo**

answering this waa of quite high rank intellectually with



such a small number of failed subjects or grades. I wonder,

however* what justification there is for aatheraatics re-

presenting over one-third of the failures. Can there be eny

good reason or excuse for such a transition?

TABLE C&XXIII. OH AH AV2RAGE, HOW iSAHY ZVSHIHG8 A
WEEK DO TOU S?EHD AT HO«B*

Boys
Hone
1
3
3
4
5
6
7

airls
Hone
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3
3
8

11

5
1
1

3
3

12
?
3
3

It appears at a casual glance that the girls remain

home more than do the boys. A mathematical calculation re-

veals the exact statue is that the boys are home on an

average of three evenings a week while the girls are at home

on an average of four evenings a week, this may be account-

ed for in pert by the fact that some boys work evenings.

TABLS CLXXIV. WHERE DO YOO USUALLY SPEED THE BfBHXHGB
TOU ARE AWAY FROM HOME?

Boys
Shows
Athletic events

8
7



13*

Other homes 7
Working 7
Parties 5

Girls
Shows 35
Other homes 29
Parties 13
Dances 9
Church 9
Gar riding 5
League 3

ool functions 3
Library 2

idying with someone 3
Clubs 2
Grandfather 1
Basketball games 1
Dates 1

Boys continued
Hi-y 8
Loafing 3
Club 2

urch 2
Riding 2
Dances 2
Library 1
Lodge 1
Masonic Temple 1
Da Molay 1
League 1
Hunting 1
Rowing 1

This table would indicate that the girls spent their

time in a greater variety of places for a
(
greater total

number of places Tere indicated. A longer list was given

by the boys but the total number of places was smaller in

proportion to their total numbers than was the list for the

girls. It seems also to indicate that the shows profit ^m-
somely from our hl£i school students if the whole school

follow the average set by this group. It Ls my opinion from



studying this table that we need to study carefully the pro-

blem of leisure time disposal more than has been done In the

past. It seems to me that we could hardly justify our stu-

dents spending so much time at commercial amusements*

TABLE OLXXV. 1SHAT M VITH IfnOU Y HI CLOSE
,STACT DO TOO THIHX IG M03T IHT3R33T-.
IH YOUR sm,FAR£ AIJD 3UCCSSST

Ho response
Mother
Bo£i parents
Father
Employer
Teacher
Brother
My girl
Friend

ter
Grandfather
Grandmother
Minister

in

35
25
4
4
2
2
3
2
a
i
i
i
l

It appears that mother gets most of the credit for

being interested in the welfare of her children. This

oould cause father to take notice, and perhaps take a few

minutes from golf or business to becorae acquainted and make

friends with his children. This data may be due in part to

the fact that the father may be less de* rative of his

interest in his children, but whatever it is t»is needs some

thought on the part of the fathers. The remainder of the

list Is quite widely distributed but it seems to rae that

the fact two boys thought their girls were most interested

in their welfare and success is significant, in that it



oarks a distinct break away from the family* There may per-

haps be no significance but such is my opinion on the « tter.

YA LXXVI.

Ho response
Teachers
Friend
Brother
Sfother
Father
Parents

Uncle
-friend

J^r gi*i

:?RAT PSRSOI WX1H HEOM YOU ABE IN CLOSE
COMTACT DO YOU SHIHE IS LSA3T IKTEREST-
ED IH YOUR TOFARE AHD 3UCCES

74
11
5
4
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

That the teachers should stand at the head of this li

might have been expected but the fact that they represented

almost half &« total number of persona the student thought

least interested in him is a rather severe indictment and

if this is generally true it behooves the teachers to think

leas of efficiency in teaching subject matter and more of

efficiency in being interested in boys and girls. It is my

opinion also that our school executives, not in Manhattan

only, should be less insistent on fine showings in a

scholastic way and should look for improved personal inter-

est and development in both teachers and students,

TABLE GLXXVII. HOW M5GH SPESDBfO MOSSY DO YOU HAYS
EACH WEEK? M? FOB IWKSSI?"
mem A3 CLOTHING, BOOKS, ETC, HOT

INCLUDED)

.

Boys
Ho response 3



Bo allowance
25 cent

8

50 cents
75 cents

,*00
.»50

}2*00
S%00

More than $5*00
No stated amount

Girls
Ho response
lo allowance
25 cents
50 cents
75 cents
$1*00
fl*50
|2v00
f3*.00
More than #5*00
lo stated anount

11
1
4
3
7
4
3
1
1
4

T
13
3
10
5
9
4
3
1
1
3

Impressed in tenas of averages the boys have an allow-

ance of $1*31 per week, and the girls $1*08 per week* This

includes only those for which approximately correct data

was available and doss not take into consideration the i1

of the table marked no response, no allowance, or no stated

amount* This would seem unfair to the girls at a first

glance but it may be that it is actually favorable to the

girls for out of the allowance of the boys comes the item

of '1stes which not only is not found in girl's items but

which helps to reduce the amount of money the girls spend*

I am quitewilling to state that no boy in the high school

would find it oossible to have even one date per WBk on the



difference in his allowance and that of the girls. To

offset this in part is the item of money earned by the boys,

an item which, unfortunately for this comparison, was emit-

ted.

TABLE CLXXVIII. WOULD YOU gAfl C.riTIHUBD TO ATTEMD
SCHOOL IF YOUR PARBMTS HAD PERMIT-
TED YOU TO QUIT WHEM YOU WAMfED TO?

Yes
Ho

100
5

The answer to this question cans very nearly being

unanimous and seems to indicate that the student realizes

the value of school.

TABLE LXXXIX. IF YOU ISTQULD MOT HAVE *UIT SCHOOL HAD
YOUR PAREHTS 9 M, WHY WOULD

YCU HAVE CONTIMJED?

Mo reason given
I realise its necessity
I want an education
For my own personal welfare
and success
I like school
I want to go to college
Easier to go to school than to
work
Do not want to be a common
laborer all my life
Too young to go to work
Have always had education drilled
into me
Would never finish if I once Quit
Too many advantages to be missed
without it

S
41
39
7

7
2

1
1

1
1

Most of the students see the practical value of the edu-

cation and I am inclined to believe that we have drilled the



idea of securing an eduction into our students vrith s suf-

ficient degree of success. In a few cases I fear it has

been too thorough for the one who said it was easier to go

to school than to "Jork needs good jolt to wake him up to

the real values of education. However, I do believe w>«t of

the student thinking straight on the matter of education

Their desire for the best educ tion has possibly beea sharp-

ened by living in a college town.

TABLE CLXXX IF YOU WOULD SOT : ;TI1«P WITH
YOUR SCHOOL ifOWL IF TOUR

PQ IT, WJ WOOLD Y ;U
HAVE -HIT?

Ho reason
I aa not interested in school
I wanted to earn isoney
Will not do me any good in ay work
Did not like school

1
1
1
1
1

The rep sons expressed by these student* was cuite varied

and I believe are scarcely significant without a personal in-

vestigation in each case, which was not possible because of

the anonymity of the interviews.

TABLE CLXXX I. 01 AH AIT 'RASE, HOH MAHT HOURS SLOT DO
YOU f NI3HT?

Hours
6
T
8
9

10

er of students
5
24
48
24
4

For a small group it would have been almost impossible

to hava secured a more perfect distribution curve. The peak



is quite high but there is only one more nunfcer below the

Middle group then there is above it. From this we cannot

but infer that the average amount of sleep for this group of

high school student;: i correct although there are a few who

ere g tting too much and a few who are getting too little

erh to

TABLE CLXXXII, IS 0OLUL3I ( .) PLACE TH2 ACTIVITIES IB
WHICH TOO HATE PARTICIPATED IS THE
BBR tK WHICH \ BJQT THEM r^OST A»D
II COLOtffl (B) LIST THE* IH THS ORBS*
OF J.

Part A. Total nurdbor of 'point s and nuatoer of students
ranking each activity in order of enl

Activities Points

Girls Reserve 278
Intra-mural athletics 196
Girls' bio Association 125
Inter-scrolrstic Athl tics 113
Hi-y 86
Operettas 30
Dramatics 79

^ol Council 38
Class offices 32
Blue M staff 17
~tock judging 12
Iwntor staff 9
Nhsfel 7
Oratory 5

activities 71

••abor of stu-
dents

43
35
33
18
15
14
13
9
5
4
3
2
1
1

14

Part B. Total nunfcer of points and number of students
ranking each aotivity in order of good derived.

Activities

Girls Reserve
Intra-murnl athletics
Girls 1 Athletic

Points

aoi

Association 110

KMH i r of stu-
dents

44
33

21



Inter-Scholastic Athletics
Hi-y

syflatics

Operettas
~chool Council
Blue U staff
Class offices
Mentor staff
Stock judging
Debate
Oratory
All others

Part C. Rating of e-ch activity on an

Debate
fetes chool Athletics
Girls Reserve
Dramatics

^ck judging
Hi-y
Operettas
Girls' Athletic Association
Intra-5Jurr?l Athletics
Oratory
Mentor staff
Class offices
Blue M staff
School Council
All others

Part D. Rating of activities on a basis of good
derived.

101 19
92 15
71 14
70 14
34 7
26 5
23 5
14 2
14 2
7 1
5 1

73 15

an enjc>yment basis

7.00
6.55
6.46
6.03
6.00
5.73
5.71
5.68
5.60
5.00
4.50
4.40
4.25
4.22
5.07

Stock judging
Debate
Mentor staff
Girls Reserve
Ri-y
Intra-Murnl Athletics
Inter-Scholastic Athletics
Girls' Athletic Association
Blue U staff
Dramatics
Oratory
Operettas
Seaool Council

7.00
7.00
7.00
6.46
6.13
6.09
5.61
5.24
5.20
5.07
5.00
5.00



Class offices
All others

4.30
4.87

First of all, tfce reason for making four parts of the

table here was the fact thst not all the students rated

the same number of activities under Column A and Column B.

Part A sumaarlzes the total number of points based on giv-

ing a first place seven points, a second plaoe six, and so

on down to the seventh place which was as far as any of the

students had rated the activities, Hsturally this would not

give an accurate rating of the activities for many more stu-

dents participated in some then in others. For this reason

the total number of points were divided by the total nusber

of students participating. This is summarised in Part C

and shows t true ranking on the basis of enjoyment derived

so far as these students are concerned.

Similarly Part D shows the total points and total m«*»

ber of students participating on the basis of good derived

from thst particular activity. Part D shows a rating of

these activities weighted in the same way as was done in

Part C. Some of the ratings are not very significant be-

cause of so few people participating in eseh. This is true

in the cases of stock-judging, Mentor staff, debate, and

oratory. It seems to me to be rather significant thct the

Girl Reserves held the same rating although slightly diff-

erent ranking in both Parts C and D. It seems to show that



the girls could derive a gre-'t deal of good from an activity

and at the same time enjoy themselves* The Hi-Y shows a

hotter rating under good drived than under enjoyrcent. This

may be due to the high rating in Table C for inter-

scholastic athletics which placed first in enjoyment with

many of the Bi-Y boys-

Generally speaking this could well furnish abasia for

working out an activity-point system for a high school if

the time element wera also taken into consideration. That

was beyond the scope of this study however. This table se<

to indicate things are not so greatly different from ahat

my opinion has been from observation and experience within

the school.

TABL? CLXXXIII. DO YOU TUIHX THERE SHOtftD BE A LIKI?
TO THE BtfHBER OF ACTIVITIES IK HIGH
A PER8Q8 IS PKNITTED TO PARTICIPATE?

Yos
Ho

25
80

From this data and my observations of the high achool

student I am of the opinion he regards rather jealously the

right to be in as manyactivitiee as he sees fit. My obser-

vations are that he feels he is more capable of detr rating

his ability to participate than any fixed rule made by the

school could be. He feels that the student with much ability

should be permitted to une it *n* not be hindered by rules

or limitations, On the other hand, a few have expressed



themselve8 as believing that wo have aotae talent which

be devel ortunity *?ere given the student wh>

not notr pa*ti< e of the monopoli :ation of the

rctivities by

TABIS CLXXXXV. I f THISX TfiHRS i 3 BE A LI I

T TV? KT?"1VQ OV APTT^TTTKQ TB ff*?TPH

A VRTICI "DO

I THIHK THAT LUX'S SHOULD BE?

Sonber of activities

3
3
4
5
Be guided by time

le
velop a point syste*

for ids
Mast be able to £eep up
rarlce
KB suggest! n

Number of students

4
8
3
8

I

X

1
4

The above numbers of aggested activities and the other

suggestions given are of little value inasmuch as there are

so few students represent- \ Another factor whidb Bakes

void the resul /en h time element w ich is

not crnctant or equ-?! in the different activities.

TABLS CLXXXV. DO YOU THIHK 1.

'LED TO PARTICIPATS IS 80!

CURRICULAR ACTIVITY?

10 response
Tea

IA-

3
24
78



In educational circles, from riiat I learned in a coursf
7

dealing ?ith extra-curricular activities, it is a prin-

ciple that extra-curricular nctivities should not be com-

pulsory. This table would indicate that mast of the stu-

dents ed, although not a small number of thca believed

that there was reason for requiring soiae participation in

tivities. The tables which immediately follow this give

the students reasons on both sides of the question.

TABLE CLXXXVI. IF YOU THIHK SFSRYOHE SHOULD BE COM-
PELLED TO I0IPATS IS EXTRA-CUR-
RICULAa ACTIVITIES, WHY DO YOU THIHI

SO?

No reason Riven 5
Should get more than hook
knowledge from education 6
A great help to school life 3
5tudent needs a hobby 1
Extra-curriculor activities are
a pert of education 4
Qel e acquainted , 1

needs broad experience 1
"tudent needs personality
development 1
Teaches co- tion 1

ace to spend extra time 1
Hey become more inter in

^1 1

7. McKown, Harry C; -xtra-Curricul- r Activities. 1927,
Pages 1-12. The Maerillan Company.



While the Teasone given uite v.- lid tad ahow that

the student appreciates the value of extra-curricular

activities I an of the opinion that we are not juctified in

requiring partici tioa in extra-currico ctivities,

mans should not bx
.. l\S\ X i-^ J.Jl -.. A I'A ..'i.iA—

TA3L? 0L7JCXVII. IF YOU THIHK
D TO

CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES, HHT X YOU
THIHK MOT?

Ho reason given
Some do e ve time
May not be interested
Ie student %b own business
Soiae nay not be capable
May hrve to work outside of school
Would destroy interest in activities
Interfere with studies

rae to school to learn
^lled but requestedlit .Lvi IIL» !

8
35
19
11
7
3
2
1
1
1

In a school where ao many of the students work outside

of school hours the objections based on the tirae element pre

very sound ones. Also the objection that the .student is not

interested would be valid where there were not a multitude

of activities but in im;t schools, although not very true of

the Manhattan Senior High School, the range of activities

would be wide enough to forestall such an objection. On the

whole the objections are valid.

TABLE CLXXXTIII.

Mo response
Yea
No

i I JaST

6
35
74



Certainly the students do not believe- thft retivitie*

take too much time, although the 25$ who believed so make

• problem one worthy to be studied, a problem again be-

yond the scope of this study.

TABLE CLXXXIX. IF THINK EX
tivities ?ake tl

,

YOU THINK IT GOULD BE ISKPXf&f

Ho response
Have a special regalar activity
period
Give credit for the*
Limit them
Cut some of them out
Reducing the amount of study
I see no remedy
Dividing the work more evenly
Devise a point system
Let those who sre tthle to do it

Get those in who are not now

8

8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Of the students who suggested a remedy the preponderenee

for a regular activity period. I am inclined to agree

that this offers the best solution to the problem if we pre-

vent the activities taking other time which rightfully be-

longs to the horse, church, aad other activities not allied

to the school.

TABL2 CXC. OH AN A 3 TIS0S A WEEK DO TOB
SPEND ON EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES*

PIour8

No response
None
One
Two
Three

NuMjer of students

14

5
9



Four
Five
six
Seven
Hine
Ten
Twelve
Fifteen
Twenty

8
10
2
1
1
3
2
3
1

Utile the students may not think too rauch time is being

spent on extrc-curriculfr activities I am inclined to be-

lieve that when a student puts in more than six or eight

hours a week, as nine of them did, too much tiire is being

taken from other things. The activities may be valuable but

I doubt that we could ju tify that aaich time. Of the stu-

dents who spent any time at all on rctivities the average

time per week was 4£ tnurs, and when dirtributed over the

whole group the time was 3£ per student. This approaches

a more reasonable amount of tiafl and I think that the averaj

for those pprticinating at all is as high a3 should be per-

missible. It is beyond the realm of t&is ptudy to make any

rules so that is made merely by way of suggestion based on

my own observation and the data in thi9 study. I happen to

know th?t the b^y who s-ent twenty hours a week on •

tivities was a very good student, but because of this out-

side demand on his time made only slightly above average

marks. That is not to say, however, that he did not derive

a great deal of value from the activities.
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TABLE 0X0 1. DO TOO BELIEVE DASCIHG TO B& WRQHG?

Yes
No

S
103

The answer to this question comes the most nearly being

unanimous of any asked in this interview. The r ason for its

being asked is the much debated question of dances sponsored

by school organizations. Other questions follow which de^ 1-

op this point further.

TABLE CXCII. DO TOUR PAREHT3 OPPOSE DAHCING?

Tes 19
Ho 86

To this we find less unanimity and may help to explain

why the opposition to school dances, although the lumber

opposed is a w^ry small minority.

TABLE CXCII I. DO TOO DANCE?

Tee 77
10 23

Thisbring8 us to a problem in the matter of the school

dance, for if we h^we them we must make some provision for

this 3S£ who do not dance. It mey be that if we had school

dances that these students would learn, but probably those

who were children of p-rents who opposed it would either not

Tmm or would cause a rift .r In the family by doing so, a

situation to be swoiclk

TABLE CXCIV. IF YOU DO HOT DAHGE, WOULD TOU LIKE TOt

Yes

Mo

24
4



It seeas to le to be evident from this table that if we

had school dances we could be sure of almost unanimous att«

ance. Th^t is assuming of course there were no other ob-

jections to school dnnces, a matter I doubt.

TABLE CXCV. I? YOU 1DULD HOT LIKK TO DAICI, 8HY HOT?

Parents object
Dance hall no place for young people

2
2

The objections to learning are sincere but the question

might be raised, is there any more danger in ths dance hall

than there is in the modem movie, trlkie, automobile, or

seas magazines?

TABLE GXOVI. DO YOU THIHI WE SHOULD HWE SCHOOL
OR DAMCBS SPOSSORED BY SCHOOL ORGAMIZA-
TIONS SUCH AS CLASSES OR CLUBS?

lo response
Yes
No

6
77
22

This reveals that exactly the same number dance who be-

lieve we should have school dances, as shown by comparis n

with data in Table CXCIII. I have not attempted to determine

the degree of correlation here but doubtless it is Mgh. It

seems to show that the students would like to have the school

functions assume the form of dances occasionally, and it is

my experience with school organizations that the members will

dance if the least opportunity affords itself. If this is

done, some provis ion should be made for the students who do

not dance.
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TAILS CXCVII. Wit* DO TO0 TAKE THIS STAID OH THE MATTER
OF SCHOOL DAHCESt

For school dance*
Ho reason given
Would be sponsored better
Students would become better
acquainted
Create more interest in school
^ill dance anyway, why not at
school
Hot morally wrong
Majority like to chance
Would keep students from public
dances
Gives teachers and students better
opportunity to become acquainted
Would be 1 ess running wild
Good entertainment
Creates a better fteling

13
38

11
6

5
4
3

3
1
1

1

If we could be sure that the students were right who

said school dances would keep the students away from public

dances, I presume most school officials would be glad to help

sponsor dances. However, *tny fear that it would but lead to

other dances rather than displacing other dnnces, a fact

which is borne.

Against school dances
Wo response
Wo relation to school
Would simply be adding another danoe
Many students wo ild be left out
Let then dance elsewhere
Would not be good for school
School officials oppose It

5
5
4
3
3
a
l

out by the student opinion in the list of reasons against the

school dances. It might possibly be worthwhile for aa ex-

periment to be made with school dances because so large a
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Ljoxity of the students desire them.

TABLS CXCVIII. UNI.

YOU
1SSUT3
OL.

Excellent, Good, Average, Poor, Very poor.

Ho rating 5

Excellent 10
Good
Average 36
Poor
?ery poor 1

It would appear from this data that most of the students

believe we here a very good school here for the rating wa«

uniformly high in—Ilialine of the interview of the stu-

dent who rated it very poor showed that his attitude all

through his answers was r antagonistic toward the,

educational system. It may be added that he had not always

attended the iSanhattan schools.

TABLS CXCH. BO YOU XHOW OF AIH
IALIT1

OF OUR hi

Wo response
Yes
la

33

S4

It seems evident that opinion is quite evenly divided.

I h??ve no way of taiowing if the students wo did not respond

had always attended high school in the Manhattan High School,

a fact which might h->ve been of sots© aid in ranking con-

clusions*
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TABLS CC. If YOU DO KSOW OF SUCH A SCHOOL SEAT ARE
THE iiORS DESIRABLE Q8ALI

Shorter class periods 7
Regular rc-tivity period 7
School dances 7
Better grading system 5
Better school spirit 5
More activities 3
Better support for activities 3
Better assembly programs 2

roved ;susic system 2
More beautiful grounds 2
Swimming po r>l

More student :jovemment 2
Better athletics 1
Ho study hall 1
Mors courtesy 1
More commercial scjuipraent 1
Better priacio&l 1
More voor ti- nr_l >s 1
More tenchere 1
Better ventilation 1
Better dramatics equipment 1
Classes divided into A and B groups 1
More electives 1
So fenc- nd yard 1
So horse room 1

.10ol handbook 1
More study hall tiras 1
A school jazz orchestra 1
More attention given to student
opinion 1
Tennis courts 1
Two boys ' gymnasiums 1
Sight meetings of organizations 1
Cadet cor 1

Most of the suggestions are of the kind that would make

for a better school, if adopted, and, in fast, a few of them

are being adopted st the present tlMft* Sons of the sugges-

tions made could hardly be accepted as improvsments, I nd a



few were of a nature 1 ea their adopt i n either im-

possible or unwise. It is my opinion from close study of

these suggestions that most of the students recognize good

qualities in a school when they appear.

TABLE CCI. LIST OTBSR TF.CIFIC OHAHOIS Y LD LIES
TO Sm MABE IB OUR HIGH -CHOOI AS

LL, ACTIVITY 1 STC.

Sagp&a* activity period 25
Shorter class periods 13
Optional study hall IS
Abolish home room 7

ning or after school me -tings
of Girl Reserves and Hi-Y 4
Begin school o 'clock 4
More study hrlls 4

ool dpncee 3
More school spirit 3
Change principais 2
lo stud;, iod during class period 2
More power for 3chool council 1
More co-op :?een parent ,

faculty, and stu 1
Hew fountains 1
Be sure teachers are those who would
be liked 1
Teach more ausic 1
Teaok German 1

ttex equipment 1
Cut out activities 1

<ui gymnasium during noon hour
Always is at 3:30

1
1

Girls* int^r-scholastic ties 1
r« clubs 1

Hove better assemblies 1
Have better seats 1

a loc rlier 1
More time for extra-curricular ft

tivities
More tirre for studying in class 1
!*o activity period 1
An activity point system

•

1



A glance through this table will reveal a lack of un-

animity of opinion as to what would be improvements for a

good many of the suggestions are exact ooposites, and others

are somewhat contrary to one another. It appear* that a

regular activity period is the thing most desired, although

the fact that it was suggested in the statement of the ques-

tion might invalidate the results. This might also hold

true for the class periods and the study hall,

TABLE CCII. AGGORBING TO YOUR I AS AID PLA»S
ARE YOU QQim TO FOLLOW TH? OOCWPATIOI OF

YOUR FATHER!

(Answered by boys only).

Mo response
Yes
No

1
2

39

It appears that the occupation of the father makes

little appeal to the b-ys. This may be due to a number of

factors and a study of these lies outside the province of

this study.

TABLE CO III. *HY HAVE YOG 0QJB 10 THIS USIOI
TH RESPECT TO YOUR OCCUPATIOH?

(Answered by boys only).

Against
Ho reason given 5
Do not like it 19
Not enough money in it 4
Like other work better 4
Ko opportunity for advancement 2
I would not succeed at it 3
Too much competition 1



It is too hard
Has done nothing for
For
I like it

1
1

The liking or disliking the occupation seeae to be the

determining factor in most cases. To find the underlying

causes of this like or dislike would be a fertile field for

stu^y.

TABLE CCIV. $HA? WAS T. 3UPATIUM OF MOTHER,
IF EMPLOYED, BEFORE HSR MARRUGET

(Answered only by boys).

Hot eaployed
Housekeeper
Teacher
Clerk
Oook
Waitress

24
8
5
3
1
1

This table rereals a v»ry swell number of the nothers

being employed as compared with what one would probably find

in a study of the girls of a -

~i>ble age at the present

time.

TABLE COT. DOITS YOBR MOTHER STILL FOLLOW THE OCCUPA-
TION AT WHICH 9m WAS EMPLOYED BEFORE HER

Marriage?

(Answered by only boys).

Y--r 3
15

It is apparent that a very small nuntoer of the mothers

are now employed at former occupations.



TABLE COYI. DOSS YOUR JS0TH5R FOLLOW AHY OTHER OCCUPA-
TION WOW ASIDE FROM B1CBIG A HOUSEWIFE AID

MOTHER?

(Answered only by boys).

1*0
6

36

This reveals the true number employed and shows that

three have taken up new kinds of occupations.

TABLE CCVII. WHAT OCCUPATIOH DOES TOUR MOTHER HOI
FCLLC

(Answered only by boys).

Poultrywoasa
Pastry cook
Clerk
Housekeeper
Tailor

2
1
1
1
1

It seems from the new occupations which hare been taken

up that the ar>th«r is attempting to take up such occupations

would allow her to remain in the home.

TABLE OCVIII. tfO"LD YOU MARRY A MAI FOLLOWS THE
OCCUPATIOH OF YOUR FATHER?

(Answered only by girls).

Ho response
Undecided
Yes
Bo

S
4

32
24

It would appear from this table that the girls are not

so adverse to the occupation of the father as are the boys.

The answer might have been different had it iisplied their

following the occ • rtion but such a question would have been



futile.

«.

TABLE CCIX. «BI HATS YOO COKE TO THE C >2SOLUSIOM THAT
101 LD HOT MARHI A MAS FOLLOW*
IMG THE OCCUPATION OF YOUR FATHER?

(Answered only by girls).

For
Wo reason givsn 4
Occupation makes no difference 10
It is honest ?rork and if he likes
it, ell right 3
I like it 5
If he is a good worker there is
advancement 3
Not hard, short hours, good pay 2
Good salary 1
Is a good occupp"M-->n 1
Better do this than nothing it all 1

Against
Mo reason ^iven 5
I do not like it
Wages are to low g
It is too herd 2
Too hard to be honest and
make a living \
Ho demand for it now ^
Am interested in a person whose
ooeunrtion is different 1

It appears that the girls are willing to take a chance

with the man of their choice regardless of the occupation he

follows if the first part of the table is true. On the other

hand the second part of the table leads us to believe that

the girl wants to like the occupation as well. The re-

•unerative element seems to be quite important in both oases.



TABLE OCX. WH;
IF

k3 THE OCCUF ATIOM OF YOUR 1
,OYED, BEFORE HHK KA:

(Answered only by girls).

lot eaployed
Teacher
Housekeeper
stenographer
Clerk
Milliner
Dressmaker
Bookkeeper
Cook
Office girl
Musician
Journal ist
Designer

32
12
3
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

A great sany acre of the mothers of the girls were em-

ployed before aarri-ge than was the case of the mothers of

the boys. Just why this should h?*re been the case I do not

know. The only oossible explanation is the personal ooinion

that the girls may h?we been more familiar with the occupa-

tion of the mothers than were the b~ys.

TABLE OCXI. DO IOS THISK YOU ftU. FOLLOW THS OOCUPA-
TIOI OF YOUR S20THURT

(Answered only by girls).

Yes
No
Hot definite

9
19
3

Of the girls who were daughters of woman who had been

««ployed prior to marriage there seemed to be a feeling I

they preferred some other occupation. This may be accounted

for perhaps by the many more occupations ooen to women now



than in the past.

TABLE CCXII. 5SHY HATE YOU COMB
WITH BESP^CT «

MAY FOI

G0MCLUSIOM
OOCI.

n

•awered only by girls).

For
Ho reason given
Interesting e ying
It is desirable
Hould enjoy it
Is a good job
I lilce it

Again; t

Ho reason given
Do not like it
Rather do some tiling else
Follow my own desires

3
2
1
1
1
1

5
3
5
1

From the above data the liking and desirability of the

occupation is the determining factor, as a persoa mifdit e*>

pect althou^i one might have expected remuneration to play

a more important role.

TABLE CCXII. DOSS YOUR MOTHER St ILL FOLLOW THE OCCOPA-
TIOH AT WHICH SHE WAS E^LOYED PRIOR TO

HER U

(Answered only by girls).

Yes
IJo

3
38

This seems to indicate that most of the mothers are no

longer employed at former occupations and if employed at all

they have probably taken up new occupations.



table ociiv, j tour mother follow aht other occupa-
tioh how aside fr ihg a housewife amd

hdtjc »i

(Answered only by girls).

6
57

This data is closely comparable to that in Table OOVI,

the only difference being that proportionately there seems

to be a smaller number of mothers of girls who are still em-

ployed. The difference hardly seems significant for the

small group under consideration. If it held true for a very

large group then it mi^ht be important and bear investlgati

TABLE CCXV. IF TUJR MOTHER 13 HOW EMPLOTEB. AT WHAT
OCCUPATIOI IS IT?

(Answered nly by girls).

Real estate
Runs rooming house
Bansgee restaurant
Oook
Office work
Matron of Community House

1
1
1
1
1
1

No significance can be attached to thi3 data althou^i

it is interesting to know what occupations are now being

followed by the mothers who are still employed.



TABLE OOXVta

RECORD Of THE EXPRESSIONS OF LIKES AHD DISLIKS3 FOR THE TEACHERI 0? THE ItANHATTA* SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL*.

Reasons for liking

Thoroupfr knowledge
of the subject
Seema to like
young people
Insists that stu-
dents do their wak
Interested In your
activities
Teaohes material
outside of text
Teaches only text-
book Material

A

38

38

6

33

13

a B b C o

6 43 SI 19 IB

10 16 19 39 14

3 38 33 7 11

6 13 13 18 7

8 30 30 9 8

3 3 1

d 8

8 13 14

8 4 34

3 16 19

8 6 34

3 13 8

18 9

TeacherseFfOgHhllJ
11 13 18 9 33 86 11 38 7

6 10 13 16 6 38 33 10 13 14

4 9 8 16 8 11 27 4 38 10

3 9 3 13 8 16 33 10 13 8

3 4 3 3 6 18 43 3 IB 13

0016083040

i

5

6

6

5

4

K

7

5

4

4

2

k

6

4

4

4

3

1

L 1

5 31

7 33

9 36

4 35

3 21

1 5

u

7

4

6

3

2

2

m

7

5

6

3

1

1

N

6

4

3

3

3

1

n

1

2

1

1

3

1

8

All others

80

73

57

53

28

•

Ability IB 6 31 81 30 14 3 10 33 6 13 6 IS 7 17 38 13 19 8 5 5 4 8 37 3 6 4 2 3 79

Hard worker 13 B 18 17 10 13 1 4 31 3 10 4 10 7 13 34 3 10 11 3 4 3 4 34 3 1 3 1 49

Oood-natured 39 4 38 17 31 38 8 13 30 8 80 13 30 6 30 46 14 30 18 6 7 8 10 30 3 8 4 1 11 78

Honest 31 8 33 17 IB 13 3 13 33 3 11 3 14 6 13 31 7 11 10 5 3 4 6 33 7 4 3 1 1 48

Enthusiast lo 13 6 13 16 16 7 I 4 38 1 11 4 7 4 11 36 4 9 8 4 3 3 3 30 3 1 3 1 3 48

Impartial 13 3 17 6 3 7 8 8 9 1 8 3 B 8 9 38 5 6 9 5 2 3 4 kS 1 4 5 «
Modest 13 3 13 8 8 6 9 13 3 B 1 6 B 8 13 4 B 10 4 2 5 16 3 3 3 38

Sincere
Sympathetic and
Bwlpful

19

19

3 16 9 9

6 35 5 8

B

|

2 11 14

4 11 31

1 4

3 3

7 7

3 13

7 18 34

4 13 31

• 9 13

4 7 T

8

3

3

3

3

3

5 30

3 32

4

5

3

4

5

2

1

1 1

53

50

Easy 3 17 17 8 4 3 1 3 3 3 2 4 3 o a s 3 1 3 a 3 1 3 38

Hard-boiled 4 4 4 4 4 3 1 3 3 10 1 1 1 1 10

Humorous 10 3 9 11 13 9 3 30 3 3 4 4 7 30 4 IB 1 3 5 5 3 19 1 2 1 2 38

Other reasons 1 110 8 1 13 1

•Each latter represents a teaoher wh^ose name is not given.



TABLE OCXVIb

RECORD OF THE EXPRESSIONS OF DISLIKES TOR THE TEACHERS OF TBJ MANHATTAN SENIOR HIOH SCHOOL*

Reasons for disliking Teachers

Incompetent
A a B b D d E e T f e h h I i J i K k L 1 u N n All others

1 1 3 6 3 6 5 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 6 10
Ill-tempered 8 3 1 1 3 8 10 3 1 5 1 1 4 3 4 1 1 4 4 13
La«y 4 1 4 1 3 1 7 4 1 10 10
Crabby ( Orouchy) 3 3 3 3 3 5 1 10 1 1 3 1 3 1 2 3 3 6 10
Dull(Oloomy) 1 3 5 1 3 1 1 5 1 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 10
Deoeitful 1 1 3 1 8 1 3 1 1 1 1 11
Conceited 1 1 8 4 1 3 3 3 1 4 1 4 1 1 2 1 1 1 5 13
Saroastio 1 1 a 3 3 3 1 8 10 1 3 1 3 1 3 6 8 3 3 1 4 14
Unsympathetlo 3 5 4 1 3 1 7 8 1 3 3

) 3 1 2 3 1 3 10
Hard-boiled 1 4 5 1 1 4 3 5 • 1 1 1 1 I 3 1 1 5 3 3 3 1 3 6 11
Easy 3 3 5 1 1 3 1

1 1 | 8
Awkward
Teaches material

1 3 1 1 4
1 1 1 3 4

outside of text
Te chea only text-

1 1 1 3
1 1 1 1

book material
() 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

•Eaoh letter represenl e a tea cher whose name is not given



The following bit of direction preceded the chart from

which this data was taken: "In the following table check

the reason or reasons for liking or disliking each teacher

with an X opposite the teacher's name and opposite the

reason. If the reason is not listed write it in. If you

have had oth^r senior high nchool tenchers than those listed

please write in their names and check them as you have the

others, "POSITIVELY SO QIE WILL KHOW HOW TOO CHECKED AIT

TEACHER SO FE&L Tmt TO SXPRE33 YOUR R3AL IDEAS." In ad-

dition to this I assured the students that whatever rating

they aade would be entirely secret and that their rating

would h-ve no b^ ring on their marks in this or any other

subject. To this p—j<j I h-ve adhered without exception

for I refrained from checking this rr.ting until these stu-

dents were out of my classes, thus nting nny unconscious

or subconscious influence whioh mi#it h-ve entered into my

marking of the students.

The fact thrt there are so many ratings is due to a

further oral direction that more than one reason might be

given although I exoected the student to pick out the more

important reasons.

It is very cle-r thr-t the students liked the teachers

more than they disliked them with two exco tions for the pi

nderanee is in the direction of the likes,



Bo totals ox avara -
- re been calculated because it

was believed best to reserve £inch data for individual tables

where the significance of I could be more clearly deaon-

etrated.

TABLE OCXTII. RECORD OF mmm of lixss, dislikes,
Stiffly OF TXMS8 EACH a;0 TOTAL

fAS > IS C; HUaBSR OF TIMES

Teacher Likes Dislikes Total
h 464 9 473
1 360 6 366
B 319 21 340
1 313 9 322
b 236 52 288
A, 261 261
d 176 77 253
H 236 11 247
i 306 24 230

309 9 218
c 172 30 202
T 135 48 133
d 146 27 173

i J 145 12 157
L 27 109
I 99 3 102
1 93
f 5 "

6 99
8 93

J 74
U 57

5 79
22 79

o M 43 77
1 66 6 72
a 57 8 65
I 52 12 64
X 57 3 60
k 58 1 59
D 53 5 58
e 38

All others 855 III 987
Total 5145 639 5784



This data is sii/ply a tabulation of the ranking in total

number of times each teacher was checked. The total number

of times checked probably has little to do with the actu

rating of a teacher for which reason a device has been pro-

vided to weight these rankings. The data on this will be

found in Table CCXVIII.

TABLE CCXVIII. PERCENTAGE LIKE RATING OF TEACHERS.

A 100.0 D 91.39
• 100.0 f 91.38
1 93.37 i 89.6
h .31 .7

k 98.30 c 85.1
1 97.5 d 34.4
I 97.1 b 81.9

1
96.9 1 81.3
95.9 L 75.3

H 95.6 F 73.7
I 95.0 72.1

1
94.9 G 69. 6
94.7 n 40.0

3 93.4 37.7
a 91.7 All others 86.7

Average 87.3

In det raining the percentage like rating of e^-ch

teacher the total number of times rated by the students

divided by the number of times rates as being liked. This

was done because it was obvious that the total nu b r of

ti:ses rated as shown in Tables CCXVIa, CGXVIb, and CGXVII

were not true indices of the teacher's rating by the student

for in some oases the number who had come in contact with

that teacher was almost negligible in number. This is very



cleprly brought out in the ce?e of teacher e who was rated

only 38 timce but who rated 100$. There ere a few opport-

unities for error in this table by virtve of the fact that

sooe teachers were rated ao few tinea. Had there been a

larger number of studente in contact the re ting rplght hove

bean changed. However, there being no way of measuring this

we mast be content with the data presented.

In determining the average I divided ttoe total auaber

of likes. This wa» uaad instead of taking the mean in the

above table. It ie obvloua from table OGXTO that the fre-

quencies* which in this ease would be teachers, are aot

equal. Therefore average Instead of median.

It would tpptax thet the present teachers of the V*ft*

hattan high school rate'! better than those of past years or

other schools for the rating for all others* was somewhat

lceer than the average for the total nuato r of te chera.

This feet is accentuated whan It is considered that teacher

ra, n, and are no longer connected with the aambattaa Higi

School, since the tabulating of this data the additional

information has ooras that teachers k, 0, i# and M will not

be in the Manhattan High School neat year* The loss of thei

teechera will out down the average somewhat for they are in

the upper group with one exception*



One other item should perhrps be mentioned with respect

to the ratings, namely my own, which was a great deal above

the average. It may be that I vas so rrted because the stu-

dents believed that by so rating me they would flatter me

and so improve their marts. It may also be true that no

particular significance can be -. 1-ced on my own rating. I

merely offer the suggestion ae a personal opinion.

TABLE GCXDC. RECORD 0? THE 5UWER OF TIMES EACH
RSASOH WAS CHECKED BT CBS iSTUDENTS
AS RKASQHS ?0R LIKIEG THE TEACHERS.

Reasons

Good natured
Thorough knowledge of
subject
Seems to like young
people
Honest with students
Insi ts that students do
their work
Interested in your
activities
Ability
Enthusiastic
Hard worker
Sincere
Sympathetic and helpful
Teaches material outside
of text
Impartial
Humorous
odest
Iftft?

Teaches only textbook
materi
Hard-boiled
Other reasons
Total

Hun&>er of timee
checked

531

486

424

349

338
7 27
304
234
277
275

263
228
216
192
92

55
44

-JLQ.
5145



It is my opinion from the drta In this table that the

students appreciate good student-teacher relations above the

subject iratter or the ability of the teacher in "rutting

across* the subject matter. I arc inclined to believe t!

if we strive to i taprove in this respect we would go much

further in i^roving our schools than by striving ispinly to-

ward scholastic excellence. Why could ??e not have contests

in student- teacher re" is as well as in subject matter?

Might it not be as fruitful? Another rather interesting

thing is thst there i st five times the tendency to like

the teacher becau e she teaches materiel outside of the text-

book as there is to like the teacher for te ching only text-

book material. The good-nr tured teacher seems to be much

ore appreciated than the hard-boiled one. It may be that I

am mistaken but it is my personal opinion that such rating

as this is one of the best indices of a teacher's success or

failure. It might be carried la the point of employing

teachers MMM on the basis of personality than scholastic

qualifications.

TABLE CCXX. RECORD OF THE BOMBER OF TIMES EACH REASQI
WAS CHECKED BY THE STUDENTS A3 REASGUS FOR

DISLIXING THE TEACHER .

Reasons for disliking

Sarcastic
Ill-tempered
Hsrd-boiled
CrsbbyC Grouchy)

lumber of times
checked

84
77
68
60



Conceited 53
Unsympathetic and unwilling 56
to help
Incompetent 52
Lazy 46
Dull (Gloomy) 42
Deceitful 33
Easy 26
Awkward
Teaches only textbook material 18
Teaches material outside of
textbook _J>
Total 639

The trend which 3ee«ed to stand out in Table COXIX is

borne out here, namely that it is better student-teach

relations rather than subject matter which Gtudenta seek. In

this case the qualities which daalt with subject iaatter stood

very low in the li?t while those srhich dealt with relations

ranked high. We note the same relation of the reasons with

respect to the teaching mly textbook material or m tsrial

outside of the textbook.

If a person were analyzing teacher traits it might be

possible to arrive at somw sort of a scale by a division of

the total number of points by the number of students ranking

the -teachers. It would also be possible to compare the

standings of the individual teachers by comparing them to thi

ranking of the reasons in Tables COXEC and CCXX.

It must be reaaatoered in considering these tables on the

teacher qualities that the story might be very different wilh

respect to a different group of teachers or if the question



were asked with respect to the qualities which a student most

desired in a teacher. That, however, is beyond the reala of

Ll etudy for the thing *rhich I sought was the reaction of

the student toward the t ^s in our school and not in a

theoretical set«-up. It ocy be, however, thot the ptu^ent

natuarally saw the tbing he liked ifiost in the teachers who

were • so and the eacse for those he disliked, Thrt, of

course, is beyond my power to say.
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Throughout the statement of findings I have pointed out

poasi mti rnd c :iona, leaving only eoa* general

Inferences to be made* It does not lie within the pro-

vince of Ifcil female to wake any rules or conclusions appli-

cable to *11 high school » sines the research project has

dealt with only the Manhattan Senior High School, but the

idy doee lr • the possibility of applying a si;

asseuring-stlclc to other achoola.

Prior to the time of making this study it had bsen my

opinion tftrt thero was a great deal of dissatisfaction with

he school and 111-fueling toward the personnel on the part

of the students, thile this is not refuted conclusively tJ

attitude seeas acre ft n otherwise* There are

few points of friction whiob aseums sufficient ortion

to need attention. Cn the whole the attitude toward the

teaehers was v^ry favorable. The expression *lth respect to

the curriculum was not one of radicalism nor did the ? tti-

tuds toward the extra-curricular activities seem to Indies 1

any unhapolnees.

abas of the points which need attention as mentioned

in the preceding paragraph nte the home room period* cartel

teachers, the feeling between atudsnt and • rlnciSatf the

failures la the field of mathematics, the problem



of recreation *nd l<*iure it—9 the use of the long sol

period, zn* $ wh t I believe to bo no©* important of all,

the ralstima between students and teachers. While thee*

cejtnot be dleottseed at any length here and because they hn

been touched w rn In the findings of thia study X shall

mention but a few eith soms possible remedial suggestions.

The hone rooai period, froa asy own obeervat P it,

sad e^Ebined with the reflection of the student viewpoint,

la an unsatisfactory institution In its present form. It

la a device for selecting School Council merabers and In a

few eases hes been the means of worthwhile instruction, but

on. the whole the students consider it merely a time-kill

My suggestion is that is disposal for the titas being should

be left to a vote of the student b%. If there is a prac-

tleal u&c for it it m-.y be revived at a future date. A

possible substitute, which eaetse to be in dsannd by a large

nuatoer of the students is the activity period*

Many of the ills of the school seem to ne to hinge

twet student-tescher relations and X believe that such a

conclusion Is borne out by this study. Ws have heard frow

educators, aoastiaee rather perfunctorily however, that we

should seek to teach students and not subjects. That ad-

wdnition hae either not been followed for one reason **>

another, or ->ur teachers h?ve failed to take it seriously.

My own impression is that, unconsciously or subconsolousy.



there is • n Insistent undercurrent of desire on the part

school executives *hlch expresses to excel acholasticnlly

and discussions in froulty »ce tinge srlth respect to subject

natter, chock-up on students e&lkj teats, exemln t I ,

t ^eur^meats, outlines, and

lied matters until the teacher is lost in a naze end faili

to see the student as such*

Ottee* Betters which need attention are more nearly in

I field of e 'unat ion then sociology and a study of these

should receive •nnslderation from that source*

Beyond t tion of this study to the Bfenhsttea

Senior High School an probles© there comes tfce c r-

ation, of what doss tills entire study may mean to other

schools. I am not in o? it ion to say thr t Ills exi t in all

high schools, but I do not hesitate to spy thst in schools

with w*ild» I I >>een associated there hare been rroblea*

of the here dealt with v» 1oh needed sons stndy. In this

res- act this stu^y points out a method for the asasursaant

and study of other high schools. It is very possible that

the interview blank as used In this onee would not be mln~

utely applicable but with slight variation it could be used

in alsoat any school to determine the situ-tion at hand.

Without resuming to fcvtsj had the entire c nfideoo* of the

students who so faithfully rsepondsd to this interview I do



ieve thr.t I had it to a sufficient degree to make the

results as tabulated rluable and useful, and I aa sure t I

no etudy of this Tcinc' ^cesrful unlese the person

staking it the confidence of the student, I ara ?lso c -n-

vinced t3 *>n n* the Ktudy must be frmk,

square, rfectly in his dealings ?.'ith ths stu-

dents if he is to expect good results. If such «m ne

do obtain than I am equally sure that the results will be

most - le to the tochers, administrators, and students

of any high school*
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1.
3.
3.
4.

•j*

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

In
; country isras your frther b rn?

FroiB what nrti nality did he descend?
Wta t i: hi . >oc tat if ?

Underscore the kind of school or schools he attended.
MLio, private, parcohial, city or country, (not includ-

ing colleges).
In wh aces did he attend? (Iadludes college*
attended also, if any).

How far did he go in school? (In grades, in high school,
or in col It-: :->.

In etttA country was fOttf r born?
From what n ty did she descend?
Underscore the kind of school ] nded.
Public, rivste, parochial, city, or country. (Hot in-
cluding colleges).
In what nlsce or os did she attend ?( Include college*
attended also, if any).

How far did she go in school? (In grade, in high scbool,
or in college).

Tk> your parent* own your boa*?
If your i is in the busineee, does he own the bus-
iness or test pnrt?
Is he >yed by s^-eone?
If so, where?

•re were your boil
Ufeat is the date of your birth?
How -fflany brothers ; on living?
Hhat are their ages?
How raany *j i h~ve you living?
Wist are their ages?

ich do you thinv live yu better, your brothers or
your sisters?
Ntf do you believe this to *>* true?
Which do you like better, your brothers or your sisters?

What reason can you give for this?
On the whole which do you like better, your own or the

osite sex?
re you always attended the Manhattan schools?

If not, where else have you attended?



29. If you hnve attended elsewhere, how many years here you
attended In Manhattan?

30. fth*t subjects h;>ve you taken in the senior high school?
31. feat grade school t nswet

with the e you were in at tl m or the subject
taking *;han the naflse of the teacher for

is following ifusstions)

.

Mk 1 t reason can pMi give for this?

33.

35.
36.

37.

39.
40.

41.

43.
44.

45.

47.
48.

49.
50.
51.
52.

53.

55.

56.

57.

59.
60.

Was this te-eher a isan or a woman?
t kind o u mke under this teacher?
=5 the following scale throughout these questions in

indicating carles: — :.cellont, G—Good, *~Uediun,
• -~9eo*4 F—Fgiling)

.

ich grade school teacher did you like most?
my?

Was the te< cher a son or a
What aark did you make under tuis teacher?

t junior high subject teacher liked you raoat?

What reason or reasons oan you give for this?

Was this teacher a aan or a woae
What mark did you nsake under this tea chert
What junior high subject te did yon like aost?
Why?

Was the teacher a rsaa or a woman?
What Berks did you make under this teacher?
What senior high subiect teacher liked you most?
What reason or reasons can you give for this?

ias the t. r a iaan or a wofflan?

What mark did you make under this teacher?
3hat senior high subject teacher did you like oost?
Why?

Was the teacher a man or a woman?
t :sark did you Bake under trie teacher?

What school principal liked you *aost?( Indicate by the
school you ?rere in).
that reason or reasons can you give for this?

What school principal did you like most?
Why?

ifhat grade teacher liked you least?
What reason or reasons can you give for this?



61. aa the tocher s man or * w~nwn?
62. What mark did you arke under this teccherr

14 vnr like least?
64. Ay?

65. laa the tc a man or a woman?
€6. Wjif•* pi jj i you mske under this teacher?
67. What junior high subject teacher liked you least?

. reason or rf»j»aons can you give for this?

69. >r tfet t-acher a nan or a woman?
70. What nark did you nake u r?
71. h subject teacher did you like least?
73. Shy?

vs. s the er a nan or a woman?
74. r

.'r -t .T»rk did you ockc under t; is t etcher?
75. senior high subject teacher liked you least?
T6,

77. Was the teacher a man or a woman?
73. lha% nerk did you nnke under J

-

79. What sanior hi-h subject t you like loast?
80. tRiy?

81. Was the teacher a man or a womanV
t rarrk did you make under t. is teacher?

83. fhrt school principal li£ed you least? (Indicate by tha
school you were in)

.

that rer,aon or re? cons cen you give for this?

85. Wist sc Dal (tl t like least?
86. y?

87. What subject did you like roost in the grades?
. Way?

89. Was the ex a nan or a woman?
90. "•-t rk did you make in this subject?
wi. • ".That grede did you like moat while i:i the 3?
92. thy?

92. Wa& her a man or a woman?
feat isarka did you nana in this grade?

95. ihs t subject did you like most in the junior high?
96. Ifcy?

37. Was the teacher a man or a woman?



I •

99.
100.

101.
102.
103.
10 .

105.
106.
107.'
103.'

109.
10.

111.
11 .'

113.
114.
115.'

116.

117.
113.'

11 .

0.

121.

.

3.-3.

124.

MI*

:.
_

7.
_

123.

What nark did you make in this subject?
£v t subject did you like mo. t in the senior hiah?
$hy?

Was the t e

What e
yl

a man or a woman?
i you raake in t object?
did you like least in the grades?

las the t eaeher a iaan or a vtomax'i
Wwtt aark did you make in t ibject?

u like least in the grades?
why?

Was the t r a raan or a woman?
ake in this grade?

tt&t e\>bj<?ct did you like least in junior high school?

Ifcetie t r a mm or a woaan?
t aai to this subject?
t subject did y-- least in

Sfey?

the teacher a men or a woman?
Ihet . rk did e in this subject'
lhat subject d in the junior high do you feel

s b en the :;oct valuable to you?
«sy?

What subject a<

has been Isast
Why?

i
the e

le to you
•ft do you feel

'3hat subject studied in the junior high do you feel
has be*?n least worthwhile to yon

7?

ibject studied in the senior high 4o you feel has
been least worth*lie?

Wiat subject or subjects wi.ich you hrve been req
to take in the junior high do you think d n

aired of everyone?
?



139.

ISO.

133.

134.

135.

136.

137.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

144.

145.
148.

147.
14a.
149.
150.

fbet subjects ox subject which you oeen required
i senior high do you t - >uld not be

required of every me?
y?

f everyone
in the junior high do you think should be required?

ftat subject or itz not nor. I of ev ryone
in the senior high do you think should be reouired of
everyone?
ffcy?

Bo you thinl

If eo, why?

it would be b(

its in the e

t to hrve any re-

If not, why not?

you thin 1 be bet'
jects in the senior y<:

jecte in the tenta end el<

If GO, w3

no required
:

If not, why nt?

!?o you think it n to

h-ve nil subjects required, if th^y i?ere -utlined for
his p: xtici : , pre-
journalism, voc; icultv tionr.1 hojne-
aaking, etc?
If so, why?

If |j Thy not?

On wh^t subject in the senior I igh do you spend the
e, (If taken

.'ore this year)!
Ls subjeetl

How ?auch time do id in study outside of schc
y?( Underscore t ^orr^ct a ")»

15 minutes, 30 minutes, 45 minutes, on r, en hour
^nd a half, two burs, more
Are you e:snloyed( for wages) outside of school?
If so, kind of work?
How much time do you s^end at it daily?
fltet is your orerrent idea of what your life work will
be?



151. Do you think high school will help you in tl is occupa-
tion?

152. Do your parents discus* your report card* with you?
a. If y ur grades are good?
b. If y^ur grades are bad?
c Regardless of the grades?

153* Bow often do your parents talk over y ur school work
with you on an average? (Underscore the most nesrly cor-
rect answer). Daily, every other day, twice a week,
once a aonth, once a year, none.

154. aval has been the raost happy event of your school
crreer?

155. aaat has been the most unhappy event of your school
reer?

156. aaal feature of 13ie grade school did you like most?

157. 3h;*t feature of the junior high school did you like
aost?

153. Whet feature of the senior high school did you like
aoet?

159. Siat fe- ture of the grade school did you like least?

160. What feature of the junior higii sc ool did you like
least?

101. What feature of the senior high school did you like
least?

162. Toward how many te chers h ve you felt angry and why?
List by giving reason* for each.
1.

3.

I.

163. How aany grade school teachers trve visited your hoaa?

164. feat grnde or grades did they te-ch?
165. How aeny junior high school te-ch^rs h-ve visited your

hoae?
166. What subjects did you stu^y under thea?
167. How many senior high school teachers h?>ve visited your

home?
163. Wh*>t subjects did you study under thea?
169. Do you ever h ve pors nal matters you would like to

discuss with your teachers but refrrin from doing so
because vou feel there is a Irck of sympathy or Inter-
est on their prrtsT



170. Do you ever discuss personal matters with teachers be-
cause you felt that they took an interest and are
sympathetic with your viewpoint?

171. tho were these ten chers?{ Answer by names).
172. flhat grades or subjects h-ve you ev^r repeated because

of failure?
173. On an average, how many evenings a week do you spend

at home?
174. «3here do you usually spend the other evenings?
175. hat person, with whom yom are in close contact do you

think is most interested in your welfare and success?

176. "*nat person, with whom you re in close contact do you
think la least interested in your welfare and success?

177. How ouch spending money do you have per week?(Do not
Include that for necessities such as books, clothing,
eta)

.

178. sulci you h ve continued to attend school If your
parents hrd permitted you to quit?

173. If so, why?
ISO. If not, why not?
11. On an average, how rasny h^ure of sleep to you fwtj

every nipht?
182. In column (a) number the extra-curricular activities

in •s-aich you participate in the order in which you en-

Joy them. In column (8) li t the same activities in
the order of lerived from them.

B

Inter-Scholastic Athletics
Intra-Mural Athletics
-me tics

Oeb' te

Oratory
Mentor Staff
Blue M 3taff
School Council
Girls 1 Athletic Association
Hi-Y
Girl Reserves
Operettas
Stock Judging
Class Offices
Other Activities

193. Do you think there should be a limit to the number of
activities in which a person is permitted to partici-
pate?



194. If so, what should be the limit?
135. Do you think ne should be compelled to partiei-

te in some extra-curr: activity?
136. If S3, why?
18?4 If not, *y not?
188. Do you think ertra-curricul r activities take too much

time?
189. If so, how do you think tMs could be remedied?

190. On an average how much time a week do you spend on
extra-curricular set*

191. Do you believe dancing to be wrong?
192. Do your nrrents e to dancing?
193. ^ you dance?
194. If not, would you like to?
195. If you would not like to, why not?
196. Do you think we should h- ve sec ool dances or dances

oneored by school organizations such as classes or
clubs?

197. For what mason do you mnke this stand?
193. Underscore the word which re-resents your estimation

of this high school. Excellent, Good, Average, Poor,
Very poor.

199. Do you know any hi#i sc; ool with qualities m^re de~
irable th^n there of our own school?

200. If so, what are these ities?

301. List other specific changes you would like to see made
in our high school such as hours, a gsgular activity
period, no study hall, and etc.

In the following table check the reason for liking or
disliking each teacher with an X in the ep^ce oorosite the

rs name and o 'e the reason. If the reason is not
listed write it in. If you h-ve ther senior high

cho.rs than ! e listed sa write the» in and check
them the same. POSITI 10 0HS 1ILL KHOW BOW TOU
ash iiAGftm, so rm ires to sxpriss tosh RSAL IDEAS.



sons fox liking AaBbOcDdEeFfG«®iIiJjKkmfateDoPp Others
i knowledge

of subject
9eeras to like young
people
Insists that students
do their *ork
Interested in your

-ivities
Teaches Material
outside of textbook
Teaches only, text-
book Hasterial
Ability
Hard worker
Qood-n^tured
BoSMISt

thusiastic
Inpartial
Modest

cere
ipsthetic find

helpful
Tasy
Hard-boiled
Huraorous
Other reasons

Reasons for dislikiaf4^BWWMl^«l^£hIiJjKklllia«iK)oPp Others
Inc^-npetent
Ill-tempered

Crrb,,y( fer uehy)
>3^y)

Bsoeitful
nceited

Sarcastic
Un. thetit and
unwilling to heln

Easy
Awkward

.?3 materi
outside of textb
Teaches only text-
book aaterlal
Antagonists young
people
Other reasons



BOYS

1.

3.
3.

4.
5.

According to your present ideas and plane, are you going

to follow the 00c 1
. nation of your father?

Why have you come to this ©or.

t wee you* Mother *a occupation, if employed before hor

marriage?
Does she still follow thi» occupation?
Does she follow any other occupation now aside from being

a housewife awl re©the
Shat la it?

mi
1. Souid yon aarry a man following the occupation of your

father?
3, Why hpve you corse to thie conclusion?
5. What wae your anther's oc ion, if employed before

her mrx
4. Do you think you will follow this?
5. fhy hwe you com© to this c nclusion?
6, Does your mother still follow thie occupation?
7. Does your wether follow any ooupstion now aside

from being a housewife and nether?
8, flhat ia it?


